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3Fiction | Crime and Thrillers

Orion | May 2020 | 400pp | Manuscript due October 2019
Rights: World

MJ ARLIDGE

M. J. Arlidge has worked in television for the last twenty 
years, specializing in high-end drama production, including 
prime-time crime serials Silent Witness, Torn, The Little House 
and, most recently, the hit ITV show Innocent. In 2015 his 
audiobook exclusive Six Degrees of Assassination was a 
number-one bestseller. His debut thriller, Eeny Meeny, was 
the UK's bestselling crime debut of 2014. All Fall Down is the 
ninth DI Helen Grace thriller.

All Fall Down
The gripping new DI Helen Grace novel from international bestseller M.J. 
Arlidge - the Helen Grace series has sold 1 million copies in the UK alone.

“You have one hour to live.”

Those are the only words on the phone call. Surely, a prank? A mistake? A wrong 
number? Anything but the chilling truth…that someone is watching, waiting, 
working to take your life in one hour.

The job of finding out who and why falls to DI Helen Grace: a woman with a track 
record in hunting killers. However, this is one case where the killer seems to always 
be one step ahead of the police and the victims.

With no motive, no leads, no clues – nothing but pure fear – an hour can last a 
lifetime…
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Lake Child
A multi-layered thriller about family secrets and betrayal, set in the heart of 
Norway's ancient fjords.

Lake Child centres on the mystery of a young Norwegian woman, Eva Olsen, as she 
wakes after an accident and finds herself confined to the attic room of her family’s 
forest home.

She trusts her parents’ advice that she must remain in her attic bedroom while 
she recuperates. But when Eva decides the time has come to break free of her 
incarceration, she discovers a world of secrets and lies, and a journey to discover her 
true identity begins.

This atmospheric thriller about a small town hiding secrets is perfect for anyone 
who loved the TV drama The Top of the Lake, Sharp Objects by Gillian Flynn or The 
Sinner by Petra Hammesfahr.

Also by Isabel Ashdown: Little Sister (2017); Beautiful Liars (2018) 

ISABEL ASHDOWN 

Isabel Ashdown is the author of six novels. Her debut 
Glasshopper was named as one of the best books of the year 
by the Observer. Isabel joined the Trapeze list in 2017 with 
her brilliantly twisty thriller Little Sister, which has sold over 
30,000 copies and is being published in seven languages. 

Trapeze | September 2019 | 304pp
Rights: World
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Grayhawk | Japan: Japan Uni | Korea: EYA | 
Turkey: Nurcihan Kesim

Rights Sold: Serbia: Evro Book

Option publishers: US: Kensington Books | Dutch: Meulenhoff Boekerij | 
French: Le Cherche Midi Editeur | German: Blanvalet | Greek: Psichogios 
| Italian: DeA Planeta Libri | Polish: Swiat Ksiazki
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Trapeze | May 2018/ September 2019 | 304pp 
Rights: World
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Grayhawk | Japan: Japan Uni | Korea: EYA | 
Turkey: Anatolialit 

Rights sold (Her Last Breath): Italian: Newton Compton

Option publishers: Chinese (Complex): Crown Culture | Czech: Albatros 
| Dutch: The House of Books | German: Penguin | Greek: Psichogios 
| Hungarian: Muvelt Nep | Italian: Newton Compton | Japanese: Take 
Shobo | Polish: Foksal | Portuguese (Portugal): Bertrand | Slovak: 
Albatros | Spain: Siruela

The Tattoo Thief
A gripping thriller series which has been optioned for television.

When Brighton tattoo artist Marni Mullins discovers a flayed body, newly-
promoted DI Francis Sullivan needs her help. There's a serial killer at large, slicing 
tattoos from his victims' bodies. Marni distrusts the police, so will she help Sullivan 
or go after the Tattoo Thief alone?

‘Creepy and compulsive, this is Belsham's first excursion into crime and it 
announces the arrival of a fine new voice.’ Daily Mail on The Tattoo Thief

Her Last Breath
When a young woman is attacked and left fighting to survive in hospital, the police 
are pulled into a race against time to save her life.  And when another young woman 
disappears, Detective Francis Sullivan and his team fear a serial killer walks the 
streets of Brighton. 

In this series: The Tattoo Thief (2018); Her Last Breath (2019)

ALISON BELSHAM

Alison Belsham is a screenwriter, who was discovered 
at Bloody Scotland where she won the Pitch Perfect 
competition. Her debut, The Tattoo Thief , was a book of the 
fair at Frankfurt in 2017 with foreign rights sold in twelve 
territories. TV rights have been optioned at auction by 
Media Lab. 
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Orion | March 2020 | 432pp | Manuscript due October 2019
Rights: US
Translation: Blake Friedmann

One Eye Open
From an award-winning author comes a twisted tale of secrets and lies that 
leads to a jaw-dropping conspiracy.

They somehow survived.

A man and a woman, left for dead, in a car crash that took them off the road. Both 
are still alive but DS Lynda Hagen investigates the case – an impossible puzzle 
begins to emerge.

Neither of the victims had any form of identification on them. And their car is 
completely untraceable.

Just who were these two seemingly average people? What are they running from – 
and what are they trying to hide?

PAUL FINCH

Paul Finch is a former cop and journalist, now turned full-
time writer. He cut his literary teeth penning episodes of 
the British crime drama, The Bill. He is also well known for 
his work in the thriller and horror fields and is a two-times 
winner of the British Fantasy Award, and a one-time winner of 
the International Horror Guild Award. 
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Orion | March 2020 | 416pp | Manuscript available 
Rights: World 
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Big Apple | Korea: EYA

Without a Trace
DCI Kate Daniels is back - in this new standalone novel from award-winning 
Mari Hannah.

A plane en route to JFK has disappeared. Who downed flight BA0113? 

And why does a successful Northumbria SIO go against everything she's worked so 
hard to achieve? 

DCI Kate Daniels is back and wrestling with a deeply personal investigation, one she 
has no authority to involve herself in, on a case that has far reaching consequences 
on both sides of the Atlantic.

'Nobody understands the many faces of cops better than Mari Hannah.' 
Val McDermid

‘Mari Hannah writes with a sharp eye and a dark heart.’ Peter James

MARI HANNAH

Mari Hannah is the award-winning author of the Kate Daniels 
crime fiction series. Her former career as a Probation Officer 
informs her writing, and she has won the Northern Writers’ 
Award, the Polari First Book Prize, and was shortlisted for 
the Dagger in the Library Award in 2014. Mari is also a 
scriptwriter and has a series currently in development with 
Stephen Fry’s film and TV production company, Sprout 
Pictures. 
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Orion | February 2020 | 320pp | Manuscript available 
Rights: World
Sub Agents: Korea: EYA

Take Me Home
From the chilly streets of New York City to the electric blue skies of coastal 
Florida – a page-turning road trip thriller with an ingenious reveal.

When struggling photojournalist Harper tries to return a dress she bought that 
same day, she notices a little girl who was waiting there that morning is still there. 
The sales assistant doesn’t know whose child she is. The security guard at the mall 
hasn’t had anyone come looking for her. Same goes for the local police, and the 
media.

In fact, no one seems to be looking for little May at all.

Who would just leave a child like this? 

And what if finding her home was the worst thing you could do?

Perfect for fans of Linwood Barclay’s No Time For Goodbye and Harlan Coben’s Tell 
No One.

ALEX HART

Alex Hart is a TV Development Executive. She has been a US 
Kindle #11 bestseller / UK Amazon Top 100 bestseller and is 
a brilliant writer full of ideas for future books.
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Trapeze | April 2020 | 288pp | Manuscript due October 2019
Rights: World

Mother
An emotional story of one mother's impossible choice between her two 
daughters. 

Two Girls. One Chance. 

When Lizzie's car crashes with her two daughters inside, she faces a terrible choice. 
And when she recovers from her injuries, she has to deal with the impact of that 
tragedy as well as the police investigation into it.

As Lizzie and her family struggle to come to terms with the events of that night, 
things take an even darker turn. Just what did happen on that remote country 
road? Who is responsible? And can the family get through this together...Or will the 
truth finally tear them apart?

A stunning, deeply emotional and beautifully realised cross between Sophie’s Choice 
and Daughter.

LAURA JARRATT

Laura Jarratt is a Carnegie Medal and Waterstone's Children's 
Book Prize nominated author. She lives in rural Cheshire and 
is a Headteacher at a special needs school and has written 
four YA books to date. Mother is her debut adult novel
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Orion | June 2020 | 368pp | Manuscript due November 2019
Rights: World

The Unwanted Dead
The first in a new gritty, edgy historical crime series for fans of Philip Kerr 
and Mick Herron.

Paris, Friday 14 June 1940.

On the first day of the Nazi occupation of Paris, four Polish refugees are found 
gassed in a railway truck. A fifth commits suicide later that day. With his own 
psychological scars from the Great War, Paris police detective Eddie Giral is 
determined to find out exactly what happened, even if it means taking on the 
Occupier.

But as he investigates, he meets a clandestine group of Polish exiles and a 
mysterious American journalist, which leads him to discover shocking evidence to 
back up the rumours of atrocities coming out of Poland. Suspecting a connection 
with the deaths of the Polish refugees, Eddie pursues the lead despite opposition 
from his French colleagues and threats from the German officers they now have to 
report to. 

As Eddie tries to bring the killers to justice and to uncover the truth behind the 
rumours, he finds himself in a much more dangerous and sinister world than any 
he's known before…

CHRIS LLOYD

After graduating in Spanish and French, Chris Lloyd moved 
to Catalonia, where he lived for the next 20 years. He’s also 
lived in the Basque Country and Madrid, teaching English, 
travel writing for Rough Guides and translating. He now lives 
in South Wales, where he works as a Catalan and Spanish 
translator, and returns to Catalonia as often as he can.
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Orion | February 2020 | 304pp | Manuscript available 
Rights: World 

Rights sold: German: HarperCollins| Polish: Prószyński i S-ka | Russian: 
Eksmo

Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Grayhawk

Neon
A detective desperate for revenge. A hitman with one last job. A killer with 
both on his list.

DI Ben Jackson knows he has reached the end.

His beloved wife, Polly, is the latest victim of ‘NEON’ – a serial killer who murders 
and displays his victims amongst elaborate, snaking tubes of neon lights. 
Devastated, but unable to take his own life, Jackson hires a hitman to finish the job.

Until, on the night of the hit, Jackson suddenly spots a lead in the case files. At the 
last minute he offers the hitman, ‘John’, a new brief: help Jackson find and kill his 
wife’s murderer.

But NEON’s on to them, and John and Jackson aren’t the only ones on the hunt . . .

Neon is a high-concept, character-led crime thriller, for fans of TV’s Killing Eve and 
Jo Nesbo’s The Snowman.

G.S. LOCKE

G.S. Locke is the pseudonym for British writer E.V. Seymour.
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Weidenfeld & Nicolson | June 2019 | 320pp 
Rights: World
Sub Agents: Korea: EYA

Call Him Mine
A literary crime novel set in the dark heart of Mexico for those who were glued 
to Sicario and Narcos. 

‘A tough and uncompromising debut - you'll be glad you read it.’ Lee Child

‘Intoxicating and chilling.’ The Observer

‘Pacy and exciting... The novel is written ... lyrically, with an offbeat 
humour’ The Telegraph

Jaded reporter Andrew and his photographer boyfriend, Carlos, are sick of telling 
just another story. From cartel massacres to corrupt politicians, sifting the dregs 
of Mexico's drug war, they think they've seen it all. But when they find a body that 
even the police are too scared to look at, what started out as just another reportage 
becomes the sort of story all reporters dream of.

Until Carlos winds up murdered, leaving Andrew grief-stricken and flailing for 
answers, justice, and revenge.

Caught in a web of dirty money, Andrew must decide whether to save himself or 
find out who killed the man he loved.

TIM MACGABHANN 

Tim MacGabhann has reported from all over Latin America 
for Esquire, the Washington Post and Al Jazeera. He holds an 
MA in Creative Writing from the University of East Anglia and 
lives in Mexico City. Call Him Mine is his debut novel. 
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Guess Who
Sold in thirteen languages, this is an 
ingenious update on the classic locked 
room mystery: five suspects wake 
up in a hotel room with a dead body. 
They have three hours to decide who 
amongst them is the killer, or they all 
die. 

Orion | May 2018 | 416pp
Rights: World 

Now You See Me
Six students go into the Standedge 
Tunnel, the longest canal tunnel in 
England, and three hours later, the 
boat re-appears bearing only one of 
the students, unconscious. The police 
investigation concludes that the 
remaining student, Matthew, killed his 
friends, and hid the bodies. If Matthew 
can’t find out how they disappeared, 
he’ll be sentenced for murder. 

Orion | June 2019 | 384pp
Rights: World

CHRIS MCGEORGE

Chris lives in Durham and is a recent graduate of the Creative 
Writing (Crime/Thriller) MA at City University. His debut novel 
Guess Who? was published in 2018 and made him the new 
king of the locked room mystery. It was picked for WH Smith's 
‘Thumping Good Read’ award and sold in thirteen foreign 
languages. 

Inside Out
Kara Lockhart - the newest inmate in 
a maximum-security prison - wakes up 
to find her cellmate murdered - shot 
in the head with a gun that is missing. 
The door was locked all night; Kara is 
the only suspect. She knows she didn't 
do it and she has no idea who did, 
and so sets about trying to clear her 
name and unravel an impossible case, 
all within the restrictions of a prison 
timetable. 

Orion | June 2020 | 304pp | Manuscript due 
January 2020
Rights: World
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Grayhawk | Japan: 
EAJ | Korean: Duran Kim
Option publishers: US: Hanover Square | Czech: 
Euromedia | Dutch: Luitingh | German: Droemer 
| Lithuanian: Tyto Alba | Japanese: Hayakawa 
| Norwegian: Bladkompaniet | Polish: Insignis 
| Russian: Azbooka-Atticus | Slovak: Ikar | 
Spanish: Roca
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Trapeze | February 2020 | 304pp | Manuscript available 
Rights: World
Rights Sold: German: Piper
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Grayhawk |  Japan: EAJ | Korean: EYA

Witness X
From an original new voice in fiction comes a genre-bending serial killer 
thriller for the Netflix generation.

Fourteen years ago, the police caged a notorious serial killer who abducted 
and butchered two victims every February. When a body is discovered and a 
second person is reported missing, they realise the real killer is still out there. 
Neuropsychologist Kyra Sullivan, a police psychologist on the original investigation, 
fights to use a new technology that accesses the minds of the original witnesses. 
Will Kyra discover the truth, and if so, at what cost?

Perfect for fans of Netflix’s Dark and Mindhunter series.

SE MOORHEAD

Driven by her fascination with meaning, motivation and 
mystery, S.E. Moorhead studied Theology at university, and 
has written articles for newspapers and magazines about her 
work in education and religion. Witness X is her debut novel.
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Trapeze | February 2020 | 288pp | Manuscript available
Rights: Translation
US: Eve White Literary Agency
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Grayhawk | Japan: Tuttle Mori | Korea: EYA | 
Turkey: Nurcihan Kesim
Option publishers: Chinese (Complex): Faces | Estonian: Ersen | French: 
Sonatine | German: Ullstein | Italian: Planeta | Lithuanian: Sofoklis | 
Polish: Sonia Draga

The Mothers
First class suspense for fans of Big Little Lies, Friend Request and He Said/She 
Said. 

Bella, Chrissy, Electra, Skye and Jen got to know each other at their anti-natal 
classes. Three years on, motherhood hasn’t worked out quite like they expected. In 
fact, nothing has. And now Bella's husband is missing - after stealing a life-changing 
amount of money from the accountancy firm he works at. The police want to get to 
the bottom of what happened, yet the five women seem to be hiding something.

What secrets could possibly be holding these very different women together?

‘A compulsive, twisty story about trauma and revenge, delivered with 
dazzling skill.’ Sunday Mirror on Tattletale

Also by Sarah Naughton: Tattletale (2017), The Other Couple (2018)

SARAH NAUGHTON 

Sarah Naughton’s debut children’s novel, The Hanged Man 
Rises, was shortlisted for the 2013 Costa award and her 
second, The Blood List, was published in 2014. Trapeze 
snapped up her brilliant adult 

debut, Tattletale, in 2017, which has been translated into nine 
languages. 
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Gollancz | August 2019 | 320pp 
Rights: World
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Grayhawk | Japan: EAJ | Korea: KCC

Rights sold: US: Sourcebooks | German: Heyne | Itlaian: Edizioni 
Piemme | Polish: Zysk | Russian: AST | Spanish: Planeta | Swedish: 
Norstedts

Sanctuary 
Big Little Lies meets The Craft, Sanctuary is a cross-genre thriller about four 
women at the centre of a murder investigation.

Every town has its secrets. Sanctuary is built on them. 

The small town is rocked by the death of its star quarterback. It looked like an 
accident, but everyone knows Dan’s ex-girlfriend Harper is the daughter of a witch 
– and she was there when he died. Then the rumours start, and Harper becomes 
the focus of the town’s anger. Was Dan’s death an accident, revenge – or something 
even darker?

It’s down to Detective Maggie Knight to find out – and to prevent the town from 
spiralling out of control.

TV rights to Sanctuary have been sold following an electrifying six-way auction 
to Entertainment 360 (who co-executive produce HBO’s Game of Thrones), and 
Monumental Pictures (who are currently filming the much-anticipated big screen 
adaptation of Cats). 

‘The Crucible meets Desperate Housewives in this deft and gripping 
thriller.’ Daily Mail

‘Thrilling... a compelling tale of small town rivalries, mob vengeance and 
magic.’ The Guardian

V. V. JAMES

Vic James is the author of the acclaimed series The Dark Gifts 
published by Macmillan. Sanctuary is her first adult novel 
and has sold in several key territories, with TV rights sold in 
a fiercely fought auction to the co-executive producers of 
Game of Thrones. 
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25 Days In December 
An emotional, festive up-lit novel for fans of Jenny Colgan, Debbie Johnson, 
and Holly Martin

Kate Potter used to know what happiness felt like. A few years ago, she was full 
of energy, excited by every possibility. But that was back when everything was 
different, before Kate's husband went away with the army and didn't come home. 
She can't even remember what it felt like to be in love. 

Then Kate meets Daniel. Recognising her loneliness reflected in his eyes, Kate vows 
to try and help bring him out of his shell. But as Kate plans to bring life back to 
Daniel, she might have stumbled on the secret to happiness... 

Reviewers love 25 Days in December

‘A beautifully crafted Christmas tale, full of “magic” and the reality of life in 
equal measure.’ MADEUP Book Reviews

‘...a fantastic story that really tugs at your heartstrings as you follow each 
character in the countdown to Christmas... I adored it.’ The Broadbean

‘Romantic, heart-warming and completely captivating’ Book After Book

‘a beautiful, beautiful story which had my heart under its Christmas tree 
from the very beginning.’ The Writing Garnet

POPPY ALEXANDER

Poppy Alexander was shortlisted in the Good Housekeeping 
novel-writing competition, 2014, and is an active member of 
the Romantic Novelists' Association. 25 Days In December is 
her debut novel. TV rights are currently under option. 

Orion | November 2019 | 352pp | Manuscript available
Rights: World

Rights sold: US: William Morrow | German: Ullstein | Norwegian: 
Cappelen Damm | Swedish: Norstedts 

Women’s Fiction
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Orion | July 2020 | 304pp | Manuscript available
Rights: US
Translation: Teresa Chris Literary Agency

Paper Ghosts
A beautifully haunting and atmospheric historical novel set in Victorian 
England - perfect for fans of The Familiars.

Julie Cohen’s first novel with Orion, Together, has sold over 200,000 copies across 
all formats since publication and was an Amazon top ten bestseller in print and 
ebook. In her new novel Paper Ghosts, orphaned amateur photographer Viola 
Goodwin captures the appearance of the ghost of a child, bringing her to the 
attention of the bewitching Henriette Blackthorne, a famous spirit medium who is 
also harbouring secrets. What follows is a story of loss, forbidden desire, race, class 
and liberation.

'Not often does a story remind us of what beautifully complex creatures 
we are. Julie Cohen has given us that rare gift' Christina Dalcher, author of 
VOX on Louis and Louise

‘Every now and again, a novel comes along that is so different, so 
affecting and so unforgettable, that you simply must tell everyone you 
know to read it...you will never forget this one - for all the right reasons.’ 
Heat Magazine on Together

Also by Julie Cohen: Together (2017); Louis & Louise (2018)

JULIE COHEN

Julie Cohen grew up in the western mountains of Maine and 
now lives in the UK. She is an award winning author whose 
books have been translated into 15 languages and have sold 
nearly a million copies in total. Her 2017 novel Together 
recently won Best Contemporary Romantic Novel at the 
RoNAs. 
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Trapeze | July 2020 | 272pp | Manuscript available
Rights: World

The Staycation
Two families. One cancelled flight. And a last minute house swap...

Things get desperate for strangers Harriet and Sophie when they become stranded 
with their families in Heathrow's Terminal 5. Each woman has her own reason for 
really really really needing the family holiday they've anticipated for months. But 
Iceland's volcano has other plans for them. When their flights are cancelled, the 
families swap houses and discover that sometimes the best things in life happen 
close to home.

This ash cloud has a silver lining, even if no one can quite see it yet.

MICHELLE GORMAN

Michele Gorman writes books with heart and humour, full of 
best friends and girl power. She is both a Sunday Times and 
a USA Today bestselling author, raised in the US and living in 
London. 

Michele also writes cosy romcoms under the pen-name Lilly 
Bartlett. Lilly's books are full of warmth, romance, quirky 
characters and guaranteed happily-ever-afters.
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Orion | May 2020 | 368pp | Manuscript due October 2019
Rights: World 

Everything is Fine
Hilarious, heart-warming and oh-so relatable, prepare to fall in love with 
Jessica Bradley's search for happiness.

Jessica Bradley has it all: the perfect boyfriend; influential healthy-eating blog; 
successful PR company and wonderful daughter, Anna. Or at least that is what her 
thousands of followers believe.

The truth is, her boyfriend just broke up with her in four words on a post-it; her 
zest for healthy-eating has all but disappeared; her PR success is all reliant on her 
now not-so-honest online-life and she just got caught eating her daughter's Coco-
Pops. 

So as they say: fake it 'til you make it. A few little white lies and phoney smiling 
selfies and Jess can keep up appearances. But when her real-life starts to spiral out 
of control how can Jess tell the truth from the lies? And will she be able to seize real 
happiness when it is right in front of her?

GILLIAN HARVEY

Former English teacher, Gillian Harvey, began her freelance 
writing career in 2012, after a move to France. She has 
since written articles on a variety of subjects for national 
newspapers and is a regular magazine columnist. 
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CATRIONA INNES

Catriona is a journalist, specialising in longform investigative 
and first-person pieces spanning a range of subjects with 
a particular interest in addiction, women’s rights and grief. 
She’s currently Senior Editor at Cosmopolitan, the UK’s 
bestselling women’s magazine, where she commissions,  
edits and writes the features, health and books section.  
She’s recently been named Best Print Writer, by BSME.

The Matchmaker
An emotionally charged rom-com with a heart-wrenching twist.

For Caitlin Carter, love means business. She’s taken matchmaking back to basics. 
She’s made dating great again: personal, patient... and profitable. Her startup is 
going from strength to strength, the brand - her very own happy marriage (her 
wedding went viral). She even has celebrities wanting to use her services. Caitlin is 
living the perfect life! 

Except it’s all a perfect lie. And Caitlin doesn’t know how long she can keep it up. In 
an era of social media and dating apps, when we have never been more connected 
yet more isolated, the matchmaker is a story about love, loss and loneliness, and 
learning to accept your reality.

Trapeze | November 2019 | 288pp | Ms available 
Rights: World

Rights Sold: German: Blanvalet
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POSY LOVELL
Posy Lovell is a pseudonym for author Kerry Barrett, who has several 
historical fiction novels with HarperCollins.

The Kew Gardens Girls
A wartime saga that highlights the role of women during 
WW1 and WW2 - licensed publishing with heritage brand Kew 
Gardens.

The first in two wartime novels that highlight the important role 
women played in the history of Kew. Featuring strong heroines 
and real life events these novels also celebrate the beauty of the 
botanical gardens. The first will be set during the First World War, 
and the second during the Second World War, when a number of 
women were employed as horticulturists to replace men who left 
for military service.

Trapeze | May 2020 | 288pp | Manuscript due November 2019
Rights: World 

FLORENCE MCNICOLL

Florence McNicoll is the pen name for writer and editor Sophie 
Wilson, who worked at Transworld Publishers for five years before 
going freelance. She lives in Barcelona and is a huge cat lover and 
supporter of Battersea Dogs and Cats Home. 

The Nine Lives of Christmas
A heartwarming new fiction series set in partnership with 
Battersea Dogs and Cats Home.

It's Christmas at Battersea Dogs and Cats Home and Laura is 
desperate to find a home for Felicia, a spiky, bad-tempered moggy 
with a heart of gold. Her boyfriend Rob can't understand why 
she's spending so much time at work, but for Laura, this isn't 
just a job - it's her life. The animals are important to her, and 
she needs a partner who can understand that. In the run-up to 
Christmas, Laura encounters nine people, all of whom need a 
little love in their lives and find it in new pets - but it's only on 
Christmas Eve that the handsome Aaron walks in and takes not 
just Felicia - but Laura's heart too... 

Trapeze | November 2019 | 288pp | Manuscript available
Rights: World 
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Orion | January 2020 | 320pp | Manuscript due October 2019
Rights: World
Sub Agents:  Korea: Duran Kim

An Ocean Between Us
A secret life, a hidden family... Compelling, emotional storytelling from the 
author of My Mother's Daughter.

What if your life was built on a lie...?

When Cora Gartland learns that her husband has been killed in a car crash in 
Ireland her world falls apart. But then she is told that there was a woman in the car 
with him, a woman identified as his wife Amelie.

Devastated, she flies to Dublin to try to make sense of her husband's secret life. As 
she grieves, she must learn to survive, and to do that she must find the truth. What 
else has he been keeping from her and how will she survive this betrayal...?

Also by Ann O’Loughlin (for Orion): My Mother’s Daughter (2019)

ANN O’LOUGHLIN

A leading journalist in Ireland for nearly thirty years, Ann 
O'Loughlin is also the author of three highly acclaimed novels: 
The Ballroom Cafe, The Ludlow Ladies’ Society and The Judge’s 
Wife.
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SOPHIE PEMBROKE

Sophie Pembroke was born in Abu Dhabi, grew up in Wales and 
now lives in a Hertfordshire market town with her young family. The 
Wedding on Mistletoe Island is her debut novel.

The Wedding on Mistletoe Island
A warm debut romcom cradled in a beautiful, wintery setting 
for fans of ‘happy ever afters’.

Mistletoe Island and just one week to Fliss’s winter wedding.  Her 
dearest friends are there to celebrate.   Fliss cannot wait to get 
married, but before she says ‘I do’ she needs to clear up one little 
thing. Because now she’s finally ready for her future, she won’t let 
the past get in her way.  It’s only one week – what could possibly 
go wrong? 

Orion | October 2019 | 288pp | Manuscript available 
Rights: World

HELEN ROLFE

Helen Rolfe is the much-loved author who writes contemporary 
women's fiction and enjoys weaving stories about family, friendship, 
secrets, and community, always with a happy ending.

The Little Village Library 
Warm, wise fiction with community at its heart, about the 
kindness we can find when we least expect it.

When single dad Adam moves to the village of Cloverdale, with 
its winding roads, undulating hills and colourful cottages, he joins 
the Library of Things and soon new friendships start to blossom.
Then when Adam’s daughter Zoe makes a startling discovery, it’s 
time for the Coverdale community to pull together and help one 
family with its biggest challenge of all.  

Also by Helen Rolfe: Cafe at the End of the Pier (2018)

Orion | January 2020 | 320pp | Manuscript due October 2019
Rights: World
Option publishers: German: Heyne
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Grayhawk | Japan: EAJ | Korea: EYA
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Trapeze | April 2020 | 288pp | Manuscript due November 2019
Rights: World

Running Into Trouble
Three women. Three reasons. And three months to train for a marathon.

With little over twelve weeks until race day, three women are trying their hardest to 
focus on their ultimate goal – to run 26.2 miles. 

For Hannah, it seems near impossible, but intent on winning back her husband, she 
is determined to at least try. Meanwhile Malika has signed up to the race in memory 
of her colleague Abbie, who died in a traffic accident only a few weeks before. 

When an unruly dog brings Hannah and Malika together, they soon realise they're 
training for the same race, and experienced runner Cassie offers to help them out. 

We follow these women’s journey as they navigate grief, loss, divorce, new loves, 
motherhood and of course, getting through a whole marathon.

ELLE SPELLMAN

Elle was a women's fiction book blogger for over a decade 
until deciding to focus fully on writing. She was formerly the 
editor of book blogs Trashionista.com and Super Heroines. By 
day she works in Logistics for the Ministry of Defence.
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Trapeze | February 2020 | 352 | Manuscript available
Rights: World

Four Minutes to Save a Life
A feel-good read about a delivery driver who connects with lonely strangers 
and transforms their lives.

There's always time to help out a stranger...isn't there?

Supermarket delivery driver Charlie enjoys his new job, because he doesn't have to 
spend too long with people, who, he's found, are nothing but trouble. But when he's 
assigned the Hope Row street, he realises there are a lot of lonely people out there - 
and for some, he's their only interaction. 

The supermarket boss tells Charlie he's a driver, not a social worker - but Charlie 
can't abandon the Hope Row residents and he sets about trying to draw them out 
of their shells and back into the world. But is four minutes enough to save a life? Or 
will his helping hand make everything worse?

A heartfelt and uplifting read, for fans of Ruth Hogan and Elly Griffiths.

Also by Anna Stuart: Bonnie and Stan (2019)

ANNA STUART

Anna Stuart wrote short stories and serials for the women's 
magazines before being published by Pan Macmillan as a 
historical novelist under the pseudonym Joanna Courtney. 
Her Queens of the Conquest series, set in the pre-1066 
years, has been published to acclaim and been translated 
for European markets but she returned to the contemporary 
world with her novel Bonnie & Stan in 2019. 
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The Disappearance
A compelling novel exploring guilt, love and confronting the truth, set against 
the backdrop of war - from international bestseller Katherine Webb.

April, 1942. Amid the chaos of a night of bombing in Bath, six-year-old Davy Noyle 
goes missing. Frances Parry, looking after him at the time, is tortured by guilt and 
refuses to believe that he's dead. 

As quiet falls and the dust begins to settle on the damaged city, a body is found. 
But it's the body of a little girl, Frances's best friend Wyn, who has been missing for 
over twenty years.

As Frances continues her search for Davy, this new discovery leads her back to her 
childhood, and forces her to revisit a crime that has cast a shadow over her life. This 
time, she vows to uncover the truth, however dark it might be. 

‘Webb brings her world to life with skill and passion’ Santa Montefiore

Also by Katherine Webb: The Legacy (2010); The Unseen (2011); A Half Forgotten 
Song (2012); The Misbegotten (2013); The Night Falling (2014); The English Girl 
(2016); The Hiding Places (2017)

KATHERINE  WEBB

Katherine Webb’s spell-binding novels have sold over half a 
million copies in the UK, where she is a Sunday Times Top 10 
bestseller. Her novels have also been translated in twenty-
seven languages. She writes high quality commercial fiction 
full of secrets, drama, and mysteries of the human heart, 
perfect for fans of Kate Morton and Santa Montefiore.

f/KatherineWebbAuthor

@KWebbAuthor

Orion | May 2019 | 320pp 
Rights: World

Rights Sold: Dutch: Fontein | German: Diana | Norwegian: Gyldendal | 
Russia: Atticus | Sweden: Historiska 

Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Big Apple | Japan: Tuttle Mori |  Turkey: 
Nurcihan Kesim
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Orion | August 2019 | 416pp 
Rights: World 

Rights sold: Norwegian: Cappelen Damm | Romanian: RAO

Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Grayhawk | Korea: KCC

NATALIE WINTER

Natalie Winter has worked as a content editor in various 
media industries. The Moments is her debut novel. 

The Moments
Powerful and emotional storytelling for fans of Miss You and The Versions of 
Us.

‘Natalie Winter has crafted two beautiful characters and structured her 
story perfectly. The Moments is pure pleasure from beginning to end.’ 
Daily Express

Every life is made up of thousands of moments. Moments that make us who we are. 
But what if those moments don't happen the way we think they should...? 

Meet Matthew and Myrtle. They were born a month apart and are meant to 
be together, but they do not know each other yet. We will travel with them on 
the moments of their lives - from their births to their deaths. We will see their 
triumphs and their tragedies, their paths taken or not, opportunities missed or 
leapt upon, hearts broken and mended. 

Because true love is worth waiting for, but what if it takes a lifetime to appear...?
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Orion | April 2020 | 304pp | Manuscript available
Rights: World 
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Grayhawk | Japan: EAJ | Korea: EYA Turkey: 
Anatolialit 

Rights sold: US: Penguin | Bulgarian: Ibis | Czech: Host | Dutch: Luitingh 
| French: Bragelonne | German: Heyne | Hungarian: General Press | 
Italian: Mondadori | Lithuanian: Tyto Alba | Polish: Albatros | Portuguese 
(Portugal): Saida de Emergancia | Romanian: Litera | Serbian: Evro | 
Spanish: Planeta

Would Like to Meet
Brilliant women’s fiction debut: can you fall in love like they do in the movies?

Evie moved to London to follow her dream of being a screenwriter. But for the past 
seven years, she's put everything into her job as an assistant at a film agency.

The agency is on its last legs and their only chance at saving it is if Oscar-winner, 
Ezra Chester, agrees to write a romcom for a film production company who are 
willing to pay big. Ezra won't write anything he doesn't believe in, and issues Evie 
a challenge: prove you can fall in love the way they do in the movies, and he'll write 
the film.

Forget internet dating, Evie can only meet a man the way that Sally met Harry, or 
Hugh Grant meets anyone. Cue her entering into one ridiculous romcom scenario 
after another. But can life ever be like the movies?

RACHEL WINTERS

After completing a creative writing MA, Rachel Winters 
worked as a freelance journalist. She currently works in 
publishing. Would Like to Meet is her debut novel. US rights 
were pre-empted by Penguin, film rights were sold to Sony 
TriStar in a hugely competitive auction, and translation rights 
have sold in 12 territories to date. 
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LEAF ARBUTHNOT

Leaf Arbuthnot is a lead writer at The Times newspaper as 
well as a critic for the Times Literary Supplement. She has 
interviewed the likes of Dame Hilary Mantel, Prince Charles, 
Jilly Cooper, Tom Stoppard, T-Pain and Hollie McNish. She also 
draws cartoons as the Glum Cartoonist (www.instagram.com/
theglumcartoonist/) and is a regular radio contributor for such 
stations as BBC Radio London and the World Service.  Looking 
for Eliza is her debut novel.

Looking for Eliza
Quietly devastating yet joyful, this is an exquisite story of connection and 
loss, and how a person can change another person's life.

Ada is a widow, navigating grief after the death of her husband. She is coming to 
the end of her once successful career as a poet - too old, she thinks, to be relevant. 
She has no children. No grandchildren. The friends she and her husband shared left 
when he did.

Eliza has just moved to the city, adjusting to the strangeness of this new place, 
her old life left behind. She is a PhD student with her career ahead of her and a 
broken relationship behind her; if she can only find the purpose she's so desperately 
looking for.

Ada and Eliza live opposite each other, both as lonely and alone as the other. If only 
they could find each other.

Trapeze | May 2020 | 368pp | Manuscript available
Rights: World

Rights sold: German: Diana Verlag | Italian: HarperCollins Italia

Sub Agents: Japan: EAJ  

General

http://www.instagram.com/theglumcartoonist/
http://www.instagram.com/theglumcartoonist/
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Trapeze | November 2019 | 336pp | Manuscript available 
Rights: World
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Grayhawk | Japan: EAJ | Korea: Duran Kim | 
Turkey: Anatolialit
Option publishers: Bulgarian: Kragozor | Chinese (Simplified): Booky 
| Chinese (Complex): Sheng-Hsiu | Czech: Beta-Dobrovsky | Dutch: 
Meulenhoff Boekerij | French: Lattes | German: Ullstein | Italian: Sperling 
& Kupfer | Portuguese: Harper Collins Iberica | Russian: AST | Spanish: 
HarperCollins Iberica

Things Can Only Get Better
An uplifting story of friendship and community, from the internationally 
bestselling author of Calling Major Tom.

For elderly churchwarden Arthur Calderbank, there's no place like home. His home 
just so happens to be a graveyard. 

He keeps himself to himself, gets on with his job, and visits his wife everyday for 
a chat. When one day he finds someone else has been to see his wife - and has left 
flowers on her grave - he is determined to solve the mystery of who and why, and 
soon learns that there is more to life than his little graveyard.

Set during the 1990s, Things Can Only Get Better is an uplifting story about the 
power of a little kindness, friendship and community. For readers who enjoy Sue 
Townsend, Ruth Hogan and Joanna Cannon.

Also by David M. Barnett: Calling Major Tom (2017), The Lonely Hearts Cinema Club 
(2018)

DAVID M. BARNETT

David M. Barnett is a journalist and author of the critically 
acclaimed Gideon Smith series of Victorian fantasies, and the 
‘up-lit’ genre-setter Calling Major Tom. Published by Trapeze 
in 2017, Calling Major Tom  has now sold over 50,000 copies 
in print and e-book, with rights now sold in 11 languages.
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Weidenfeld & Nicolson | May 2020 | 224pp | Manuscript due October 
2019
Rights: Translation
US: RCW

Here Comes the Miracle 
A tear-jerking, lyrical novel about love, loss and the beautiful and violent 
randomness of life.

It begins with a miracle - a baby born too small and too early but definitely alive. 
This is Joe. And he grows into a young man who plays the violin magnificently and 
longs for a boyfriend. 

Decades before, another miracle: a seventeen-year-old boy Edward falls in love 
with his best friend in a nettle-infested garden. Years later, having settled into 
a compromised life after his parents' intervention, Edward starts a family and 
ultimately finds himself a grandfather - to Joe. 

When Joe is diagnosed with Stage 4 cancer, his sister Emily and grandfather, 
Edward, are left waiting for a miracle. A miracle that won't come.

Here Comes the Miracle is a profoundly beautiful story about two young men 
separated by generations, not allowed to grow up as they should.

ANNA BEECHER

Anna Beecher's work is about love. She is interested in 
dignity, rebellion and lives shaped by loss. She is a current 
MFA candidate at the University of Virginia and a winner of 
the $10,000 Henfield Prize for Fiction. She also has written 
widely for theatre and performance, including early years 
show Nest, which will be touring the UK in March 2019. Here 
Comes the Miracle is her first novel.
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Orion | April 2020 | 416pp | Manuscript due November 2019
Rights: World
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Big Apple | Korea: KCC

The Last Greek 
The second in a series about the last great hero of ancient Greece, from the 
king of historical fiction.

211BCE. The Roman invasion from the western seas is imminent, and from the 
south the Spartans are burning and pillaging their way north.

Battle-hardened Philopoemen believes the Achean League is facing annihilation if 
it does not arm. But without a formal army or cavalry, they don't stand a chance. 
Convincing his friend and healer Alexanor that the threat is real, together they 
begin to build a massive cavalry guard from the ground up – one that will fight on 
all fronts.

It is the last roll of the dice for the Achean League. But Alexanor knows 
Philopoemen is one of the greatest warriors Greece has ever known – the New 
Achilles. The Last Greek.

Also by Christian Cameron: Tyrant series (2008–2013); The Long War series (2010–
2015); God of War (2012); The Chivalry Series (2013–); The Green Count (2017); The 
New Achilles (2019)

CHRISTIAN CAMERON

Christian Cameron is one of Orion’s most accomplished 
and prolific writers of historical fiction. As a seasoned re-
enactor, he totally immerses himself in the world he writes 
about in order to recreate the historical setting of his novels 
accurately and completely.
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Weidenfeld & Nicolson | June 2020 | 224pp | Manuscript due October 
2019
Rights: World 

This Happy
A fervid, glowing-hot novel about relationships, from a hugely exciting new 
voice in contemporary literary fiction.

Alannah is six months married, but she can't shake the memory of the summer 
spent in a cottage with a married man over six years ago. A chance passing-by on 
the streets of Dublin sends her down an emotional rabbit hole and a circuitous 
journey into her past that has, and will, inform her present. She finds herself going 
over resurgent memories of the days spent in bliss, then torture, that refuse to be 
forgotten.

For readers who enjoy Rachel Cusk, Hilary Mantel and Elena Ferrante.

NIAMH CAMPBELL

Niamh Campbell holds a PhD in English literature from 
King's College London and works as a postdoctoral fellow 
for the Irish Research Council at Maynooth University. 
She was awarded a 'Next Generation' literary bursary by 
the Arts Council of Ireland in 2016, and an annual literary 
bursary in 2018. She is based in Dublin and This Happy is 
her debut novel.
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Weidenfeld & Nicolson | February 2020 | 320pp | Manuscript due 
October 2019
Rights: US
Translation: Lattès 

The Woman Who Didn’t Grow Old
A charming and thought-provoking novel about a woman who wouldn't age.

What happened to Betty is every woman's dream. Isn't it?

There are those who never grow old because they are taken too soon; there are 
those who grow old without worries, enjoying everything life has to offer; there are 
those who desperately try to slow down the ticking clock. 

And then there's Betty. Betty, who mysteriously stops growing old on her thirtieth 
birthday - the same age as her mother when she died. 

The years leave no trace on Betty's face, but as everyone around her is transformed 
by the relentless march of time, her once golden life begins to come apart. 

Because an ageless face is a face without history, without passions, without 
memories. A blank canvas others will slowly, inexorably forget…

GREGOIRE DELACOURT

Grégoire Delacourt is the bestselling author of five novels 
and has won several literary awards. His novel The List of My 
Desires was a runaway number-one international bestseller. 
Grégoire lives in Paris, where he runs an advertising agency 
with his wife.
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Orion | February 2020 | 352pp | Manuscript due October 2019
Rights: World

City of a Thousand Faces
A sweeping historical epic for fans of Conn Iggulden and those looking to cure 
their Game of Thrones itch.

There's a city far away... My parents often spoke of it as if it had always been there and 
always would be... I had seen it in paintings, I had read of it in stories, the richest, most 
powerful place on earth... the centre of everything. It drew people from every corner of the 
empire and beyond, hungry for wealth and power, or in some caseS, more wealth and more 
power. They were dazzled by its brightness. And like moths drawn to a candle... many 
were burnt alive by its fire... Tumanbay...

City of a Thousand Faces is a fast-paced historical thriller set in the richest, most 
powerful city on earth: Tumanbay. It's a story of slaves, spies, armies, betrayals, 
assassinations, deserts and plagues.

WALKER DRYDEN

Walker Dryden is the pseudonym for writing team Mike 
Walker and John Scott Dryden. John is an award-winning 
writer and director who has written and directed many audio 
drama series for the BBC, including the highly successful 
audio version of Tumanbay. Mike has written series on 
Caesars, Plantagenets, Stuarts and Romanovs for the BBC as 
well as plays and novels across different genres. Together, 
they have been working on bringing to life the world of 
Tumanbay.
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Weidenfeld & Nicolson | August 2020 | 320pp | Manuscript due March 
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Rights: World
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The Many Lives of Heloise Starchild 
With the ideas of David Mitchell and the warmth of Rachel Joyce, this is a life-
affirming adventure story spanning three centuries. 

On the day the comet came, a girl named Heloise was born. She would live a fine 
life, and inherit a fortune, but would meet a cruel, untimely death. 

Years later, strange dreams plague Katya Nemcová, a teenager burdened with a rare 
and curious gift. Memories come to Katya in her dreams - images and stories from 
a past that isn't her own. Are these ghosts real? And what of the memory she seems 
to have of Heloise's treasures, two centuries old? 

This is a story that spans the history of Europe, from revolutionary France to the 
world wars, the Prague Spring, post Brexit Britain, and beyond. Katya's pursuit of 
her family's hidden memories will lead her into danger, and into the darkest places 
of the human soul. 

This is the warm, adventurous, and affectionate story of a quite extraordinary 
woman, her exceptionally talented ancestors, and the curious memories  
they share.

Also by John Ironmonger: The Notable Brain of Maximillian Ponder (2012);  
The Coincidence Authority (2013); Not Forgetting the Whale (2015)

JOHN IRONMONGER

John Ironmonger was born and grew up in East Africa. He has 
a doctorate in zoology, and was once an expert on freshwater 
leeches. He is the author of several novels, including The Notable 
Brain of Maximillian Ponder, which was shortlisted for the 2012 
Costa First Novel Prize and the Guardian’s Not the Booker Prize. 
His novel Not Forgetting The Whale was a big hit in Germany 
where it stayed on the bestseller list for many weeks.

Twitter @jwironmonger 

notablebrain.blogspot.co.uk
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Rights: World
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Rights sold:  Czech: Albatros | German: Lubbe | Italian: Newton Compton 
| Polish: Znak | Spanish: Ediciones B

Clash of Empires

The Falling Sword
The gripping Sunday Times bestselling duology - for fans of Simon Scarrow, 
Harry Sidebottom and Conn Iggulden. 

Has Rome finally met its match? In this duology, Kane, with his signature 
mastery and historical authenticity, places the big story of  Rome vs Greece in the 
background to make this a compelling tale of ordinary men caught up in world-
defining events.

Praise for Clash of Empires:

‘Grabs you from the start and never lets go. A triumph!’ Harry Sidebottom, 
author of The Last Hour

‘Fans of battle-heavy historical fiction will, justly, adore Clash of 
Empires.... It deserves a wider audience.’ The Times

BEN KANE

Ben Kane is one of the most successful historical writers in 
the industry.  Every title has been a Top 10 bestseller and 
garners much critical acclaim. ‘A complex, fraught, moving and 
passionate slice of history from one of our generation's most 
ambitious and engaging writers.’ Manda Scott 
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White Rabbit | April 2020 | 192pp | Manuscript available November 
2019
Rights: World

Xstabeth
A short explosive novel about Russia, Scotland, sex and singer-songwriters.

Xstabeth is a magical-realist novel narrated by a young Russian girl torn between 
the love of her father and her father's best friend. Set between Moscow, Russia, and 
St Andrews, Scotland, it tackles the metaphysics of golf, the mindset of the classic 
Russian novels, and the power of art and music to rewrite reality, as Svetlana comes 
into contact with an angelic presence named Xstabeth who simultaneously fulfils, 
and disappears, both her father and her lover. 

Written in a tender, mythical key, it is a love letter to the books of Chandler, 
Nabokov and Dostoevsky and also a musical text, with chord progressions 
appearing at key points in the action, so that the book may be sung, played, or 
otherwise accompanied. It builds on the female voices first radicalised in Keenan's 
award-winning debut novel, This is Memorial Device.

DAVIN KEENAN

David Keenan is a Scottish novelist. For years he worked for 
The Wire. His two novels so far, This Is Memorial Device and 
For The Good Times, published by Faber, are cult classics 
already.
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Weidenfeld & Nicolson | August 2020 | 320pp | Manuscript due 
October 2019
Rights: US
Translation: Malatesta Literary Agency 

Fidelity
A powerful and thought-provoking novel on love, relationships and desire, 
from Marco Missiroli – the Italian Jonathan Franzen.

Carlo, a part-time professor of creative writing, and Margherita, an architect-
turned-real estate-agent: a happily married couple in their mid-thirties, perfectly 
attuned to each other's restlessness. They are in love, but they also harbour desires 
that stray beyond the confines of their bedroom: Carlo longs for the quiet beauty 
of one of his students, Sofia; Margherita fantasises about the strong hands of her 
physiotherapist, Andrea.

The dream of a new flat, suspended between the old cobbled streets of Milan 
and the modern skyline cutting the horizon, might just help to pull Carlo and 
Margherita’s relationship back from the brink.

‘Missiroli cuts right through to the darkness of our inner lives’  
Roberto Saviano 

‘You'll feel like taking refuge in the pages of this book and never leaving 
its confines’ La Stampa

MARCO MISSIROLI

Marco Missiroli was born in Rimini and lives in Milan. His first 
novel Senza Coda (2005) won the Campiello Opera Prima 
(the Italian equivalent of the Costa First Book award). His 
novel Atti Osceni In Luogo Privato (2015) became a runaway 
bestseller in Italy, selling over 150,000 copies. Fidelity was 
a #1 bestseller in Italy and is currently being made into a 
Netflix limited series. 
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DAVID TRUEBA

David Trueba is a Spanish writer and film director. He is 
the author of five novels, all of them wildly popular in 
Spain and widely translated. His latest film, Vivir Es Fácil 
Con Los Ojos Cerrados, that he wrote and directed, was a 
smash hit with audiences in Spain and was longlisted for 
the Oscars 2015 in the Best Foreign Film category and 
won Goya Awards (the Spanish equivalent to the Oscars) 
for Best Film, Best Director and Best Original Screenplay.

Rolling Fields
A moving, funny and warm generational novel, set during a road trip across 
Spain, from one of Spain's most successful contemporary authors.

Dani Mosca is 40 and his father has just died. Fulfilling his last wishes, Dani 
embarks on one final trip back to his childhood village, a three-hour journey riding 
on a hearse alongside his father's coffin. 

Leaving behind the busy streets of Madrid for the deserted, archaic heart of Spain, 
Dani revisits the key junctions of his life.

Laugh-out-loud funny, deeply moving and featuring an unforgettable cast of 
characters, Rolling Fields is full of the grace and messiness of life - brave, exciting 
and completely irresistible

Weidenfeld & Nicolson | June 2020 | 368pp | Manuscript due January 
2020
Rights: US
Translation: MB Agencia Literaria
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RHIANNON WARD

Rhiannon Ward is the pseudonym for Sarah Ward, the 
bestselling and critically acclaimed crime author. Sarah has 
a masters degree in Religious History and has long been 
fascinated by the long tradition of spiritualism in England 
and is a member of the Institute of Psychical Research. Sarah 
is also a crime reviewer and book blogger at Crime Pieces.

The Quickening
Feminist fin-de-siècle gothic fiction, set during an era of burgeoning 
spiritualism and the suffragette movement.

England, 1925. Louisa Drew lost her husband in the First World War and her six-
year-old twin sons in the Spanish Flu epidemic of 1918. Newly re-married to a war-
traumatised husband and seven months pregnant, Louisa is asked by her employer 
to travel to Clewer Hall in Sussex where she is to photograph the contents of the 
house for auction.

She learns Clewer Hall was host to an infamous séance in 1896, and that the lady 
of the house is attempting to recreate that evening. When a mysterious child 
appears on the grounds, Louisa finds herself compelled to investigate and becomes 
embroiled in the strange happenings of the house. Gradually, she unravels the long-
held secrets of the inhabitants and what really happened thirty years before... and 
discovers her own fate is entwined with that of Clewer Hall's.

Trapeze | August 2020 | 320pp | Manuscript due October 2019
Rights: World
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Sanditon: Official Fiction 
tie-in to the forthcoming 
ITV show
The thrilling completion and 
publication of Jane Austen’s 
unfinished novel Sanditon.  

Written only months before Austen's 
death in 1817, Sanditon tells the story 
of the joyously impulsive, spirited and 
unconventional Charlotte Heywood 
and her spiky relationship with the 
humorous, charming Sidney Parker. 
When a chance accident transports 
her from her rural hometown of 
Willingden to the would-be coastal 
resort of the eponymous title, it 
exposes Charlotte to the intrigues 
and dalliances of a seaside town on 
the make, and the characters whose 
fortunes depend on its commercial 
success. The twists and turns of the 
plot take viewers from the West Indies 
to the rotting alleys of London and 
see Charlotte discover herself... and 
ultimately find love.

Trapeze | October 2019 | 288pp | Manuscript 
due October 2019
Rights: World
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Grayhawk | Korea: 
EYA

SANDITON

Andrew Davies, whose credits include War and Peace and 
Pride and Prejudice, will bring Austen’s last novel, Sanditon, 
to the small screen this Autumn, with a star-studded cast 
including Reign’s Rose Williams and Downton Abbey’s Theo 
James. Sanditon is mooted as the new Downton Abbey and 
Trapeze is preparing a brilliant publication package of fiction 
and non-fiction to accompany this exciting event. 

The World of Sanditon:  
The Official Companion to the 
ITV series
The official illustrated companion to 
ITV's Sanditon. 

Jane Austen's final incomplete novel 
Sanditon will be brought to a primetime 
television audience on ITV for the very 
first time by Emmy® and BAFTA-Award 
winning screenwriter Andrew Davies 
(War & Peace, Mr Selfridge, Les Misérables, 
Pride and Prejudice).

This, the official companion to the 
ITV, Red Planet and Masterpiece series 
contains everything a fan could want 
to know. It explores the world Austen 
created, along with fascinating insights 
about the period and the real-life 
heartbreak behind her final story. And it 
offers location guides, behind the scenes 
details, and interviews with the cast, 
alongside beautiful illustrations and set 
photography.

Trapeze | October 2019 | 288pp | Manuscript due 
October 2019
Rights: World
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Snobs
Witty and enthralling contemporary 
comedy of manners set against the 
background of aristocracy, business and 
actors - by the Oscar winning screenplay 
writer of the movie 'Gosford Park'.

Weidenfeld & Nicolson | 2004 | 352pp

Rights sold: US | Croat | Danish | French | 
German | Polish | Portuguese (Brazil) | Russian | 
Spanish | Swedish

Past Imperfect
Damian Baxter is very, very rich – and 
he’s dying, but does he have an heir? 
A thrilling novel from Sunday Times 
bestselling author and creator of 
Downton Abbey, Julian Fellowes.

Weidenfeld & Nicolson | 2010 | 528pp | Rights: 
World
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Grayhawk | Japan: 
Tuttle Mori | Korea: KCC

Rights sold: US | Chinese (Complex) | Croat | 
Estonian | French | German | Italian | Polish | 
Portuguese (Brazil) | Russian | Spanish | Swedish

Julian Fellowes’s 
Belgravia
Now published in 24 countries 
around the world, Julian Fellowes’s 
Belgravia is the story of a secret that 
unravels behind the porticoed doors 
of London’s grandest postcode. Set in 
the 1840s when the upper echelons 
of society began to rub shoulders 
with the emerging industrial nouveau 
riche, Belgravia is pitch perfect and 
peopled by a rich cast of characters.

Weidenfeld & Nicolson | June 2016 | 352pp
Rights: World
Sub Agents: China / Taiwan: Grayhawk | Japan: 
Tuttle Mori | Korea: KCC | Turkey: Anatolialit

Rights sold: US | Chinese: (simplified) | 
Chinese: (complex) | Croatian | Danish | Dutch 
| Estonian | Finnish | French | German | Greek 
| Hebrew | Hungarian | Italian | Lithuanian 
| Norwegian | Polish | Portuguese (Brazil) | 
Portuguese (Portugal) | Romanian | Russian | 
Serbian | Spanish | Swedish

JULIAN FELLOWES

Julian Fellowes is an award-winning actor, writer, director and 
producer, and as creator of Downton Abbey, the winner of 
three Emmy awards. A major film of Downton Abbey is due for 
international release in 2019. Filming is currently underway 
for a major TV dramatisation of Belgravia, adapted for TV by 
Julian himself for Carnival Films, the producers of Downton. 
International release of Belgravia is expected in 2020. 
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Gollancz | November 2019 | 320pp | Manuscript available
Rights: World excluding US, French, German 
US, French, German rights: Zeno Agency
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Grayhawk | Japan: EAJ | Korea: Imprima | 
Turkey: Anatolialit
Option publishers: Chinese Complex: Cite | Czech: Argo | Spanish: Atico 
de los Libros

The October Man 
A new stand-alone novella extending the bestselling Rivers of London series, 
with a brand new lead character. 

Trier is famous for wine, Romans and for being Germany's oldest city. So when 
a man is found dead with his body impossibly covered in a fungal rot, the local 
authorities know they are out of their depth. Enter Tobias Winter - Peter Grant’s 
German counterpart - in a German-based mystery exploring a new country and 
mythology in this brilliant stand-alone novella.

Gollancz | June 2019 | 192pp | Manuscript available

False Value
The new novel in the Rivers of London series. Strap in for a fantastic mystery 
and an amazing new character! 

“Aaronovitch deftly balances urban fantasy with the police procedural”  
Crime Scene 

Also by Ben Aaronovitch: Rivers of London (2011); Moon Over Soho (2011); Whispers 
Under Ground (2012); Broken Homes (2013); Foxglove Summer (2014); The Hanging 
Tree (2016); The Furthest Station (2017 novella); Lies Sleeping (2018)

BEN AARONOVITCH

Ben Aaronovitch’s highly-acclaimed series featuring PC Peter 
Grant has sold over 500,000 copies and has been translated 
into twelve languages (in Germany it is a major sensation and 
has sold over 1 million copies). Every title has been a Sunday 
Times bestseller and is perfect for both the crime and genre 
fans alike. 

Fantasy & Science Fiction
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JOE ABERCROMBIE

Joe Abercrombie is the author of the First Law Trilogy and 
three standalone novels set in the First Law world. Joe’s 
novels have been shortlisted for the World Fantasy Awards, 
British Fantasy Awards, John W. Campbell Award and the 
David Gemmell Legend Awards. The Sunday Times bestselling 
First Law books have been sold across 27 languages and has 
sold more than 2 million copies worldwide. 

A Little Hatred
The fantasy novel of the year,  a gripping new trilogy set in the world of the 
First Law, from bestseller Joe Abercrombie. 

As the chimneys of industry rise over Adua and the age of the machine dawns, and 
the world seethes with new opportunities. But old scores run deep as ever. Powerful 
from the start, this trilogy picks up the action in a new industralised age, with the 
children of some of the First Law’s most iconic characters – Dogman, Jezal and 
Glokta among them – finding themselves as embroiled in politics, war and danger 
as their parents before them.

The Age of Madness has arrived...

Also by Joe Abercrombie: First Law Trilogy: The Blade Itself (2006); Before They Are 
Hanged (2007); Last Argument of Kings (2008); Best Served Cold (2009); The Heroes 
(2011); Red  Country (2012); Sharp Ends (2016)

Gollancz | September 2019 | 560pp
Rights : World
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Big Apple | Japan: Tuttle Mori | Korea: EYA | 
Serbia: Laguna | Turkey: Anatolialit

Rights Sold: US: Orbit | Bulgarian: Ciela Norma | Czech: Polaris | German: 
Heyne | Hungarian: Könyvmolyképző | Italian: Mondadori | Polish: MAG | 
Russian: Exmo | Serbian: Laguna | Spanish: Alianza
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Gollancz | March 2020 | 560pp | Manuscript available November 2019 
Rights : World

Devil’s Blade
A riotous semi-historical romp through 17th century France.

The story of Julie D'Aubigny is well known. Her tumultuous childhood, her 
powerful lovers, her celebrated voice. Connected to most of the nobility of 17th 
century Paris, feted for her performance, unwilling to live by the rules of her 
society, she took female lovers, fought duels with noblemen and fled from city to 
country and back again. 

But now the real truth can be told. She also made a deal with the devil. He gave her 
no powers or help, but he kept her alive for only one reason. To take revenge.

Also by Mark Alder: Son of the Morning (2014); Son of the Night (2017)

MARK ALDER

Mark Alder is the pseudonym for fantasy author M.D. Lachlan. 
He is also an established journalist who has written for 
several national papers.
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Gollancz | September 2019 | 400pp
Rights: World
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Big Apple | Japan: Tuttle Mori | Korea: EYA | 
Turkey: Anatolialit

World Engines
Based on the latest planetary science, this is a hard-SF saga about the birth of 
the solar system, as well as a human story of loss and salvation. 

In the mid-21st century, the Kernel, a strange object on a five-hundred-year-orbit, 
is detected coming from high above the plane of the solar system. Reid Malenfant, 
an elderly shuttle pilot, decides to pursue it. Nothing more is heard of him. 

By 2570 Earth is transformed. A mere billion people are supported by advanced 
technology on a world that is almost indistinguishable from the natural. After 500 
years the Kernel returns and a descendant of Malenfant mounts a mission to find 
her cryopreserved ancestor. But what awaits her is a stunning odyssey five billion 
years into the past of the solar system...

Also by Stephen Baxter: Transcendent (2005); Resplendent (2006); Time’s Tapestry 
series: Emperor (2006), Conqueror (2007), Navigator (2007), Weaver (2008); Flood 
(2008); Ark (2009); Stone Spring (2010); Bronze Summer (2011); Iron Winter (2012); 
Proxima (2013); Ultima (2013); Obelisk (2016); Massacre of Mankind (2017); Xeelee: 
Vengeance (2017); Xeelee: Redemption (2018). With Alastair Reynolds: The Medusa 
Chronicles (2016)

STEPHEN BAXTER

Stephen Baxter is the pre-eminent science fiction writer of  
his generation. Published around the world he has also won 
major awards in the UK, US, Germany and Japan. He is one of 
the most important voices in modern science fiction, and the 
acknowledged heir to Arthur C Clarke’s literary legacy. 
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Gollancz | March 2019/ March 2021 | 512pp | Manuscript available/ 
Manuscript due September 2020
Rights: World
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Grayhawk | Japan: Tuttle Mori | Korea: 
Imprima 

Rights sold: US: Saga Press

Ancestral Night

Machine
Cutting-edge ideas and amazing characters in an SF duology by multi-award 
winning Elizabeth Bear.

‘Awesome, awe-inspiring space opera. Fittingly, it shifts from weighty 
themes to lighter humour with dexterity, grace and crackling dialogue.’ 
Daily Mail

‘This is certainly the best science fiction novel I've read in 2019 so far.’ 
Popular Science

A routine salvage mission uncovers evidence of a terrible crime and relics of a 
powerful ancient technology, just as space salvager Haimey Dz and her small crew 
run afoul of pirates at the outer limits of the Milky Way. They soon find themselves 
on the run, and in possession of ancient, universe-changing technology.

A wild, big-ideas space opera that will appeal to fans of Iain M. Banks, Peter F. 
Hamilton and Al Reynolds from a John W. Campbell and multiple Hugo award 
winning author.

ELIZABETH BEAR

Elizabeth Bear won the John W. Campbell award for Best 
New Writer in 2005 and has since published 15 novels and 
numerous short stories. She writes in both the SF and fantasy 
genres and has won critical acclaim in both. She is the award- 
winning author of Karen Memory, Scardown, Worldwired, 
Hammered and The Shattered Sky trilogy.
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Cold Iron

Dark Forge

Bright Steel
A complete new trilogy from the master of military fantasy. 

Aranthur is a student. He shows little magical talent, is studying at the local 
academy, and is nothing particularly special. Others are smarter. Others are more 
talented. Others are quicker to pick up techniques. And to spot when they are being 
played…

When Aranthur breaks his journey home for the holidays in an inn, none of his 
brighter and more talented peers are there to help him. And when a young woman 
is thrown off a passing stagecoach into the deep snow at the side of the road, 
Aranthur is drawn into a fight to protect her… 

 …One of the others would have spotted that she has been manipulating him all 
along.

This is an accomplished fantasy series driven by strong characters and fast-paced 
action.

MILES CAMERON

Toronto based Miles Cameron is a hugely successful full  
time writer, smashing into the fantasy genre with his highly 
acclaimed debut novel The Red Knight. Unknown to many, 
Miles is also a prolific historical fiction writer under the name 
of Christian Cameron.

www.traitorson.com@TheGreenSquire / @Phokion

Gollancz | August 2018 / January 2019 / August 2019 | 448pp
Rights: World
Sub Agents: Korea: KCC | Turkey: Anatolialit

Rights sold: US: Orbit

Option Publishers: French: Bragelonne | German: Heyne | Polish: MAG | 
Russian: Fantastika
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Gollancz | January 2021 | 416pp | Manuscript available November 
2019
Rights: World

Inscape
A hi tech dystopian SF thriller with a strong female lead from an extremely 
talented new voice in SF - perfect for fans of Bladerunner.

A young soldier, sent on her first mission to discover the source of an attack on 
her home, begins to question her absolute loyalty to her corporate government, at 
the same time as she uncovers a devastating conspiracy. Set in a post-apocalyptic 
world where people live in city-scale corporate campuses separated from other 
corporations and the Unaffiliated by hi tech customs borders called Gates, there’s 
plenty of action, conspiracy, sinister corporate surveillance, compelling characters, 
and a pacy storyline.

Perfect for fans of hi tech adventure SF with strong female characters such as 
Revenger, Semiosis, Rosewater, Six Wakes, or Ancillary Justice.

LOUISE CAREY

Louise Carey's previous writing includes the Diary of 
a London Schoolgirl for the website of the London 
Metropolitan Archives and the graphic novel Confessions of 
a Blabbermouth, co-written with Mike Carey, her father. With 
Mike and her mother, Linda, she is the author of The City of 
Silk and Steel and The House of War and Witness.
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Gollancz | October 2020 | 320pp | Manuscript due February 2020
Rights: World

Fairytales
A collection of dark, captivating fairy tales from the bestselling author of 
Chocolat, The Strawberry Thief and the Loki series.

The toymaker who wants to create the perfect wife; the princess whose heart is won 
by words, not actions; the tiny dog whose confidence far outweighs his size; and the 
sinister Lacewing King who rules over the Silken Folk. These are just a few of the 
weird and wonderful creatures who populate Joanne Harris's first collection of fairy 
tales. Dark, gripping and brilliantly imaginative, these magical tales will soon have 
you in their thrall.

Also by Joanne M Harris (in Gollancz): The Gospel of Loki (2014); A Pocketful of 
Crows (2017); The Testament of Loki (2018); The Blue Salt Road (2018)

JOANNE M HARRIS

Joanne Harris is the author of the Whitbread-shortlisted 
Chocolat and many other bestselling novels. Her books are 
now published in over 50 countries and have won a number 
of British and international awards. Joanne’s first book for 
Gollancz The Gospel of Loki was published to rave reviews in 
2014 and has sold nearly 60,000 copies.
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The Deep Roads
Standalone, beautifully-written literary fiction set in our world with a hint of 
the uncanny, from one of SF’s best-reviewed and most-loved authors. 

Shaw has started a new job selling bottles of murky water from a houseboat on 
the Thames for a mysterious man who seems to think that something strange is 
happening to the water of London, and to the human race.

Shaw’s ex-girlfriend Victoria has left London and moved into the old Shropshire 
home of her recently deceased mother. But not everyone she meets in her new 
village is normal, and she begins to catch glimpses of watery, otherworldy, oddly 
green children. Why has the local waitress disappeared into a shallow pool in the 
field behind Victoria's house? And why is everyone in the town so obsessed with 
that old Victorian morality novel, The Water Babies?

As Shaw and Victoria's lives come back together, they will discover the truth behind 
the mysterious creatures both have seen, but which no one else will believe in...

M. JOHN HARRISON

Michael John Harrison is the author of, amongst others, the 
Viriconium stories, The Centauri Device, Climbers, The Course 
of the Heart, Signs of Life, Light and Nova Swing. He has won 
the Boardman Tasker Award (Climbers), the James Tiptree Jr 
Award (Light) and the Arthur C. Clarke Award (Nova Swing). 
The Deep Roads is his first new novel in seven years. 

Gollancz | June 2020 | 480pp | Manuscript due November 2019
Rights: World
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Gollancz | May 2019 | 400pp 
Rights: World

C.C. HUMPHREYS

C.C. Humphreys was born in Toronto and grew up in Los 
Angeles and London. He is a well-known author of historical 
fiction with several titles published by Orion Fiction, most 
notably Vlad: The Last Confession, which sold to 9 territories, 
including to Sourcebooks in the US. This is his first title for 
Gollancz. 

Smoke in the Glass: Immortals’ Blood Book One
A thrilling new dark fantasy series about immortality, war and survival, from 
a bestselling historical author.

A world of immortals living among humans. Anyone may be immortal, but there is 
no way to know until you die. If you are one of the very lucky few, you will live an 
endless life of pleasure and power, considered to be a god. 

In each of three known lands - in the Southlands, in the West and in the Cold North 
- a hero rises. But there is a fourth land unknown to the other three, and they plan  
their attack...

Our three heroes - damaged soldier, protective mother, clever cripple - must find a 
way to unite their different lands, and defend against this shared enemy.

‘An intriguing premise... an intricate, fast-paced story... Humphreys packs 
gods, deicide, warring tribes and some impressive world-building into just 
over 300 pages.’ - Guardian

Also by C.C. Humphreys: The French Executioner (2002); Blood Ties (2003); Jack 
Absolute (2004); The Blooding of Jack Absolute (2005); Absolute Honour (2006); Vlad: 
The Last Confession (2009); A Place Called Armageddon (2011); Shakespeare’s Rebel 
(2013)
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Gollancz | June 2019 / July 2020 | 400pp | Manuscript available/ 
Manuscript due January 2020
Rights: World
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Grayhawk | Japan: Tuttle Mori | Korea: 
Shinwon | Turkey: Anatolialit
Option Publisher: German: Heyne

Knight of Stars

God of Night
A fun heroic fantasy series, with shades of David Gemmell and Brandon 
Sanderson, from bestselling author Tom Lloyd. 

As the continent lurches towards war, a ragtag group of mercenaries find 
themselves holding the balance of power. Lynx, Toil and the rest of the Mercenary 
Deck have a new mission – on the Mage Isles, an archipelago filled with wild magic, 
powerful wizards, rare treasures and...dragons. A lot can happen in a few days 
when you’re a bunch of trigger-happy drunks surrounded by pirates, wizards and 
monsters.

‘The world that Lloyd wraps you in is just as gripping as his storytelling.’ 
SFX

‘Thrilling, heart racing, fast and furious fantasy fiction.’ The Book Bag

Also by Tom Lloyd: The Stormcaller (2006); The Twilight Herald (2007); The Grave 
Thief (2008); The Ragged Man (2010); The Dusk Watchman (2012); The God Tattoo 
(2013); Moon’s Artifice (2013); Old Man’s Ghosts (2015); Stranger of Tempest (2016); 
Princess of Blood (2017)

TOM LLOYD

Tom Lloyd is the bestselling author of the Twilight Reign 
series which has sold over 75,000 copies and been translated 
worldwide. He is one of Gollancz’s best-selling authors. 
In 2016 Gollancz launched a new series of standalone 
commercial fantasy adventures by Tom Lloyd starting with 
Stranger of Tempest.

www.tomlloyd.co.uk

#_3tbugp1
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Gollancz | August 2021 | 608pp | Manuscript due February 2021 
Rights: World
Sub Agents: China / Taiwan: Grayhawk | Japan: Japan Uni | Korea: 
Bestun | Turkey: Anatolialit

Rights sold: US: Bantam | French: Bragelonne

Option Publishers: Bulgarian: Riva | Chinese (simplified): Chongqing | 
German: Heyne | Greek: Anubis | Hungarian: Delta Vision | Polish: MAG 
| Portuguese (Brazil): Sextante | Russian: Azbooka-Atticus | Serbian: 
Laguna | Thai: Words Wonder | Turkish: Ithaki

The Thorn of Emberlain
With a controversial twist in the tale coming, Locke and Jean find themselves 
sucked into the horrors of war.

The Gentleman Bastard sequence continues, and now Locke Lamora, thief, con-
man, pirate, political deceiver must also become a soldier as finally the war that has 
been brewing in the Kingdom of the Marrows flares up and threatens to capture all 
in its flames.

And all the while Locke must try to deal with the disturbing rumours about his past 
revealed in The Republic of Thieves. Fighting a war when you don’t know the truth 
of right and wrong is one thing. Fighting a war when you don’t know the truth of 
yourself is quite another. Particularly when you’ve never been that good with a 
sword anyway...

Also by Scott Lynch: The Lies of Locke Lamora (2006); Red Seas Under Red Skies 
(2007); The Republic of Thieves (2013)

SCOTT LYNCH

World Fantasy Award nominee Scott Lynch’s brilliantly 
original fantasy debut The Lies of Locke Lamora launched one 
of the most exciting new fantasy careers of the 21st century 
and introduced the world to the thief and con-man Locke 
Lamora. Praised by the likes of Joe Abercrombie and George 
R.R. Martin, The Lies of Locke Lamora has sold in twenty-five 
countries. TV rights have been sold to Phoenix Pictures (Black 
Swan, Shutter Island) and Critical Content (Catfish). 

www.scottlynch.us @scottlynch78
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Gollancz | March 2020 | 432pp | Manuscript due November 2019
Rights: US
Translation: Mic Cheetham Literary Agency

War of the Maps
A dazzling new novel of the far future from the multiple award winning 
author of Austral. 

On a giant artificial world one man – a lucidor, a keeper of the peace, a policeman 
– is on the hunt. His target was responsible for an atrocity, but is too valuable to 
the government to be truly punished. Instead he has been sent to the frontlines of 
the war, to use his unique talents on the enemy. So the lucidor has ignored orders, 
deserted from his job, left his home and thrown his life away, in order to finally 
claim justice. He has no friends, no resources, no plan.

But he does have a mission.

PAUL MCAULEY

Paul McAuley started publishing science fiction with the 
short story Wagon, Passing for Asimov's Science Fiction in 
1984. His first novel, 400 Billion Stars won the Philip K. Dick 
Award in 1988, and 1995's Fairyland won the Arthur C. Clarke 
and John W. Campbell Awards. He has also won the British 
Fantasy, Sidewise and Theodore Sturgeon Awards.
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Luna: New Moon

Luna: Wolf Moon

Luna: Moon Rising 
One of the most exciting and important SF series of the decade, this trilogy is 
perfect for fans of The Martian, Game of Thrones and Kim Stanley Robinson’s 
Mars trilogy.

BSFA and Arthur C Clarke Award-winning author, Ian McDonald concludes his epic 
SF trilogy of corporate greed and family betrayal in the lethal setting of the moon.

Akin to the mafia families of The Godfather, the families of the five Dragons who 
control the rich resources of the moon are locked in an endless and vicious struggle 
for supremacy and now the peace that reigned while the moon was colonised is 
breaking down. Which of the scions of the dragons will gain supremacy? Or will the 
moon, with its harsh vacuum, its freezing dark and blazing, irradiated light be the 
final winner?

Also by Ian McDonald: Chaga (1995); Sacrifice of Fools (1996); Kirinya (1998); Brasyl 
(2007); Cyberabad Days (2009); River of Gods (2009); The Dervish House (2010); 
Necroville (2011)

IAN MCDONALD

Ian McDonald is a key figure in the history of SF. A ground- 
breaker in the movement to extend SF beyond its anglo-
centric roots, he has won many awards, including the BSFA 
award for best novel four times, and is universally critically 
acclaimed. His thrilling Luna series was the subject of a six-
way auction for the TV rights.

Gollancz | 2015-2019 
Rights: Translation
US Rights: Tor
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Grayhawk | Japan: EAJ | Korea: BC Agency | 
Turkey: Anatolialit

Rights sold: Chinese (simplified): Imaginist | Chinese (complex): Rye 
Field | Croatian: Vorto Palabra | French: Denoel | German: Heyne | 
Hungarian: Gabo | Italian: Mondador |  Polish: MAG | Portuguese (Brazil): 
Darkside Books | Romanian: Nemira | Russian: AST | Spanish: Ediciones 
B  | Turkish: Egitim 
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Gallowglass
In a world desperate for more resources, the space race has exploded back into 
life. An explosive SF thriller from a Philip K Dick Award-winning author. 

Corporations ran by highly dubious entrepreneurs seek ever greater profits off-
world. They offer immense rewards to anyone who can claim space’s resources in 
their name. The bounty on a single asteroid rivals the GDP of entire countries, so 
every last trick, legal or not, is used to win.

Jack, the scion of a shipping magnate, is desperate to escape his gilded cage and 
joins a team chasing down an asteroid. But he discovers the ship he’s on is full of 
desperate people – each one needs the riches claiming the asteroid will bring them, 
and they’re willing to betray everyone if it means getting there first.  

Because there are no prizes for coming second. It’s all or nothing: riches beyond 
measure or dying alone in the dark.  

Also by SJ Morden: One Way (2018); No Way (2019); As Simon Morden: Down 
Station (2016); The White City (2016) 

S. J. MORDEN

Dr S. J. Morden is a bona fide rocket scientist with degrees  in 
Geology and Planetary Geophysics. He has won the Philip K. 
Dick Award and been a judge on the Arthur C. Clarke Award. 

Gollancz | July 2020 | 400pp | Manuscript due January 2020
Rights: World
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Grayhawk | Japan: EAJ
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Thin Air
New SF thriller from the author of the award-winning Altered Carbon, now a 
major new series on Netflix. 

Richard Morgan is one of the world’s most successful SF authors with his fast-
moving and brutal storylines, blistering plots and a powerful social conscience 
behind his work. And now he's back with Thin Air, his first SF novel for eight years…

An ex-corporate enforcer, Hakan Veil, is forced to bodyguard Madison Madekwe, 
part of a colonial audit team investigating a disappeared lottery winner on Mars. 
But when Madekwe is abducted, and Hakan nearly killed, the investigation takes 
him farther and deeper than he had ever expected. And soon Hakan discovers the 
heavy price he may have to pay to learn the truth.

‘A hugely entertaining and smartly written book.’ - SFX 

‘Super fluid action thriller…’ - Guardian

Also by Richard Morgan: Altered Carbon (2002); Broken Angels (2003); Market Forces 
(2004); Woken Furies (2005); Black Man (2007); The Steel Remains (2008); The Cold 
Commands (2011); The Dark Defiles (2014)

RICHARD MORGAN

Richard Morgan is the winner of the Arthur C. Clarke, John W. 
Campbell and Philip K. Dick Awards; his books are published 
around the world, with rights sold in 28 territories. His 
stunning debut novel Altered Carbon has been adapted 
into a major new Netflix series of 10 episodes starring Joel 
Kinnaman which was released in February 2018. Series 2 has 
now been greenlit by Netflix with Anthony Mackie taking over 
from Kinnaman as the resleeved Kovacs. The film/TV rights 
to Thin Air are now under option by Hollywood company First 
Look Media. 

Gollancz | October 2018 | 400pp
Rights: World
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Big Apple | Japan: Japan Uni |  Korea: Duran 
Kim | Turkey: Anatolialit

Rights Sold: US: Random House | Bulgarian: Bard | French: Bragelonne | 
German: Heyne | Hungarian: Agave | Italian: Mondadori | Russian: AST
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The Ankh-Morpork Archives: 
Volume One
A comprehensive guide to the 
enigmatic capital city of Terry 
Pratchett’s Discworld. 

Think you know Ankh-Morpork? 
Think again.

In this top-secret guide, travellers will 
receive a first-hand experience of the 
real city. If you've ever wondered where 
Unseen University students whet their 
whistles, or exactly what the Assassins' 
Guild constitutes a true and proper 
means of inhumation – there are 
standards to be upheld, after all – then 
this is the book  
for you.

Gollancz | November 2019 | 320pp | Ms due 
May 2019
Rights: World

TERRY PRATCHETT

The late Sir Terry Pratchett is a global publishing 
phenomenon. Among his many prizes and citations are the 
World Fantasy Lifetime Achievement Award, the Carnegie 
Medal, the BSFA Award, eight honorary doctorates and a 
knighthood. He is the author of 50 bestselling books but is 
best known for the globally renowned Discworld series. The 
Discworld novels have been translated into 37 languages.

The Absolute Discworld 
Companion
 The absolute, comprehensive guide to 
all things Discworld, fully illustrated 
by Paul Kidby and fully updated by 
Stephen Briggs. 

Gollancz | November 2021 | 416pp | 
Manuscript due April 2021
Rights: World
Option Publishers: Bulgaria: Vuzev | China: 
Shanghai Dook | Czech Republic: Talpress | 
Estonia: Varrak | France: L’Atalante | Germany: 
Goldmann | Hungary: Delta Vision | Italy: Salani 
| Laguna: Serbia | Poland: Proszynski | Russia: 
Eksmo | Spain: Penguin Random House | 
Turkey: Tudem | Ukraine: Starogo Leva
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Gollancz | January 2021 | 320pp | Manuscript due January 2020
Rights: World
Sub Agents: China / Taiwan: Grayhawk | Japan: Japan Uni | Korea: Duran 
Kim | Turkey: Anatolialit

Rights Sold: Finnish: Gummerus | Russian: Eksmo

Darkome 
Bio-tech has arrived. It could pave the way to a greater future for humanity.  
It could also tear the human race apart.

Before the bio-terror attack, Darkome was a place where DIY genetics enthusiasts 
could communicate in peace. After the attack, they were pushed deep underground 
by a brutal government response. The perpetrators are on Darkome, and the 
biohacker community is simply too dangerous to be allowed to exist.

Unfortunately, that community is the very thing David Adler needs. His daughter 
Inara is dying and, through Darkome, he might just be able to save her. The only 
problem is, the bioterrorists are still out there, and they are by no means finished.

David’s quest to save his daughter may put him right in their path.

Also by Hannu Rajaniemi: The Quantum Thief (2010); The Fractal Prince (2012);  
The Causal Angel (2014); Invisible Planets (2016); Summerland (2018)

HANNU RAJANIEMI

Hannu Rajaniemi is from Finland and has a PhD in String 
Theory. He was the most successful debut SF novelist of 
recent years. He has given TED talks and continues to work 
as a scientist. His debut novel The Quantum Thief has been 
published in 13 countries, and TV rights in Summerland have 
been snapped up by Hollywood. 
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Bone Silence
Returning to the universe of Revenger and Shadow Captain, award-winning 
author Alastair Reynolds delivers another thrilling tale set among the stars.

Two sisters ran away from home to join the crew of a spaceship. They took on 
pirates, faced down monsters and survived massacres . . . and now they're in charge. 
Captaining a fearsome ship of their own, adventures are theirs for the taking. But 
Captain Bosa's fearsome reputation still dogs their heels, and they're about to 
discover that, out in space, no one forgives, and no one forgets . . .

Reviews for Revenger:

‘A swashbuckling thriller - Pirates of the Caribbean meets Firefly - that 
combines the author's trademark hard SF with effective, coming-of-age 
characterisation’ - Guardian

‘A blindingly clever imagining of our solar system in the far flung future’ - Sun

‘A rollicking adventure yarn with action, abduction, fights, properly scary 
hazards, very grisly torture and even ghosts of a sort’ Daily Telegraph

Also by Alastair Reynolds: Revelation Space (2000); Chasm City (2001); Diamond Dogs, 
Turquoise Days (2003); Redemption Ark (2003); Absolution Gap (2003); Century Rain 
(2004); Pushing Ice (2005); Galactic North (2006); The Prefect (2007); House of Suns 
(2008); Blue Remembered Earth (2012); On the Steel Breeze (2013); Poseidon’s Wake 
(2015); Beyond the Aquila Rift (2016); Revenger (2016); Elysium Fire (2018);  
The Shadow Captain (2019)

ALASTAIR REYNOLDS

Award-winner Alastair Reynolds is one of the world’s finest 
writers of far future space opera. His first novel Revelation 
Space has now sold over 100,000 copies in the UK and has 
been translated into eighteen languages. He has won the 
British Science Fiction Award and been shortlisted three 
times for the Arthur C. Clarke Award.

www.alastairreynolds.com

@AquilaRift

#_3tbugp1
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We Are The Dead
The first book in The Last War series: fast-paced epic fantasy for readers of 
Brent Weeks and Brandon Sanderson. 

For generations, the people of Jia - a land where magic has long since faded from 
the world - have been protected from the northern Egril hordes by their warrior 
caste, but their enemy has not been idle. They have rediscovered magic and use it to 
launch an overwhelming surprise attack. An invasion has begun.

And in moments, the war is over. Jia's heroes have failed. They are all gone. 

And yet... there is still hope. Soon the fate of the kingdom will fall into the hands 
of a schoolboy terrorist, a crippled Shulka warrior and his wheelchair bound son, a 
single mother desperate enough to do anything she can to protect her baby... and 
Tinnstra, disgraced daughter of the Shulka's greatest leader, who now lies dead by 
Egril hands.

‘Likely the next Game of Thrones, and the best book I've read in several 
years. Erikson, Martin and Rothfuss are going to have to shove over and 
make room at the bar.’ Glen Cook

‘An adventure that's rich in darkness and bloodshed.’ SFX

MIKE SHACKLE

Mike Shackle is an advertising director who lives in Dubai 
with his family. We Are The Dead is his debut novel. 
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Stormblood
A vibrant, aggressive and talented new voice in SFF: alien tech, a soldier 
determined to protect his family, and a thief who is prepared to burn the world 
down. For fans of Richard Morgan. 

Vakov Fukasawa used to be a Reaper: a bio-enhanced soldier fighting for the 
Harmony, against a brutal invading empire. He's still fighting now, on a different 
battlefield: taking on stormtech. To make him a perfect soldier, Harmony injected 
him with the DNA of an extinct alien race, altering his body chemistry and leaving 
him permanently addicted to adrenaline and aggression. But although they meant 
to create soldiers, at the same time Harmony created a new drug market that has 
millions hopelessly addicted to their own body chemistry.

Vakov may have walked away from Harmony, but they still know where to find him, 
and his former Reaper colleagues are being murdered by someone, or something. 
Vakov is appalled to learn his estranged brother is involved and suddenly it's an 
investigation he can't turn down . . . But the closer he comes to the truth, the more 
addicted to stormtech he becomes. And it's possible the war isn't over, after all . . .

JEREMY SZAL

Jeremy Szal is the fiction editor for the Hugo-winning 
StarShipSofa. His SF tales have been widely published in 
magazines such as Strange Horizons and Tor.com and have 
been translated into multiple languages. He has a BA in Film 
Studies and Creative Writing from UNSW and lives in Sydney, 
Australia. Stormblood is his first novel.

http://jeremyszal.com/

@JeremySzal.
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The Shadows of the Short Days

Hrimland
A strikingly original Icelandic duology set in a strangely familiar alternate 
Reykjavik where wild and industrialised magic meet.

This is a tale of revolution set in a twisted version of Reykjavik fuelled by 
industrialised magic and populated by humans, interdimensional exiles, 
otherworldly creatures, psychoactive graffiti and demonic familiars.

An Icelandic American Gods, this is also perfect for fans of urban fantasy in the style 
of Lev Grossman's The Magicians or China Mieville's The City & The City.

‘Vividly imagined and compelling’ - SFX

‘A pacy, racy read that blends racial and political issues with traditional 
urban fantasy fare. A recommended purchase.’ - Starburst

‘A masterfully crafted dark tale . . . one of the most ambitious, intense, 
original and thrilling debuts I've read in a long time.’ - Grimdark Magazine

ALEXANDER DAN  
VILHJALMSSON

Alexander Dan Vilhjálmsson is the founder and editor of 
Iceland’s first SFF magazine: Furðusögur (Weird Stories).  
Shadows of the Short Days was his debut novel. 
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Best in Show 
A History of Humans in Forty-one Dogs

A wise, witty, alternative history of humanity, our changing relationship with 
dogs over the centuries, and universal desire for non-human companionship.

The relationship between dogs and humans is as old as civilisation itself. We have 
depended on dogs for food, warmth, guidance, companionship, sport, scientific 
progress and amusement, and they have depended on us for love and survival. The 
balance between us and our dogs has, through the centuries, teetered between 
co-dependence, adoration, exploitation and obsession. Best in Show will be as 
entertaining as it is informative, as absurd as it is historically accurate - all told with 
the unrivalled wit and charm of one of our best writers of alternative histories.

SIMON GARFIELD

Simon Garfield is the author of seventeen acclaimed books 
of non-fiction including A Notable Woman (as editor), To the 
Letter, On the Map, Just My Type and Mauve. His study of AIDS 
in Britain, The End of Innocence, won the Somerset Maugham 
prize.
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John Constable
A Biography

A fresh biography of the revolutionary British landscape painter John 
Constable (1776–1837).

John Constable, the revolutionary nineteenth-century painter of the landscapes 
and skies of southern England, is Britain’s best-loved but perhaps least understood 
artist. 

While his paintings reflect visions of landscape that shocked and perplexed his 
contemporaries, he could himself also shock and perplex with his argumentative 
and revealing letters. John Constable was an active and energetic correspondent. 
His letters and diaries – there are altogether over one thousand letters from and 
to him – reveal a man of passion, opinion and discord, while his character and 
personality is concealed behind the high shimmering colour of his paintings. 

James Hamilton’s biography reveals a complex, troubled man, and will explode 
previous mythologies about this timeless artist.

JAMES HAMILTON

James Hamilton is an art and cultural historian. His books 
include Turner: A Life, shortlisted for the James Tait Black 
Memorial Prize, and A Strange Business: Making Art and Money 
in Nineteenth-Century Britain, which in 2014 was named Art 
Book of the Year by the Sunday Times.
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The Mirror and the Palette
A dazzlingly original and ambitious work of art history, packed with tales of 
rebellion, adventure, revolution, travel and tragedy.

In The Mirror and The Palette, Jennifer Higgie introduces us to a cross-section of 
extraordinary women artists from the 16th to the 20th centuries, using their self-
portraits as a springboard to examine how and why they became artists and what 
their self-representation reveals about the times in which they lived.These artists 
embody the fact that there is more than one way to understand our planet, more 
than one way to live in it and more than one way to make art about it.

JENNIFER HIGGIE

Jennifer Higgie is the editorial director of Frieze magazine 
and Frieze Masters. She is also a screenwriter, the editor of a 
collection of writings on art and humour (The Artist’s Joke), a 
novel (Bedlam), and a children's book (There’s Not One).

Weidenfeld & Nicolson | March 2021 | 384pp | Manuscript due 
September 2020
Rights: World
Sub Agents: Korea: EYA  
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Venus and Aphrodite 
A biography of the ancient goddess Venus/Aphrodite by bestselling historian 
and broadcaster, Bettany Hughes.

Through ancient art, evocative myth and exciting archaeological revelations, 
Bettany Hughes shows why this immortal goddess endures through to the twenty-
first century, and what her journey through time reveals about what matters to us 
as humans.

You don’t need to be a classicist to know something about Venus and her starring 
role across history as the goddess of love. But in addition to Venus’ feminine 
associations, the book reveals her to be a powerful, at times warlike, deity. This 
mythological figure is so much more than nudity, romance and sex. Hers is both the 
remarkable story of one of antiquity’s most potent forces, and the story of human 
desire – how it transforms who we are and how we behave.

Also by Bettany Hughes: Istanbul (2017)

BETTANY  HUGHES

Professor Bettany Hughes is an award-winning historian, 
author and broadcaster, who has devoted the last 25 years 
to the vibrant communication of the past. Her speciality is 
ancient and mediaeval history and culture. Her previous work 
Istanbul was met with great acclaim:

“Her latest book, Istanbul: A Tale of Three Cities, is 
a particular stroke of genius”…” – The Times

www.bettanyhughes.co.uk
@bettanyhughes

#_3tbugp1
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Dead Famous
An Unexpected History of Celebrity from Bronze Age  
to Silver Screen

A witty, rich and surprising history of celebrity by the chief nerd behind a 
whole host of history publications and broadcasting.

We might think we now live in the age of celebrity. In fact the famous and infamous 
have been thrilling, entertaining and outraging us for millennia. Whether it's 
Socrates, who made his name annoying strangers with his questions, or the 
medieval saints whose desiccated body parts were collected by devout fans. We've 
always loved to gossip and obsess about people we've never met. 

From before the Bronze Age to the Golden Age of Hollywood, Greg Jenner 
assembles a wild cast of singers, dancers, actors, freaks, demigods, ruffians and 
more. He reveals how people throughout history became famous, stayed famous 
and, often spectacularly, fell into obscurity.

Also by Greg Jenner: A Million Years in a Day (2015)

GREG JENNER

Greg Jenner is the Historical Consultant to CBBC's Horrible 
Histories and the author of the best-selling title A Million 
Years in a Day, which has been published in eight languages. 

www.gregjenner.com 

@greg_jenner 
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The Crown in Crisis
Countdown to the Abdication

A thrilling and fresh look at the Abdication Crisis of 1936.

In late 1936, the British monarchy faced a constitutional crisis that was its gravest 
since the execution of Charles I nearly three centuries earlier. The ruling monarch, 
Edward VIII, wished to marry the American divorcée Wallis Simpson, opposed by 
the government, church, press and public. Wallis was regarded as scandalous, and 
the establishment was desperate to frustrate Edward's wishes, thus avoiding an 
international embarrassment at a time when war seemed imminent. 

The Crown in Crisis will be the definitive book about the events of 1936, told from 
the varied perspectives of the main participants including politicians, royalty, 
newspaper magnates, Nazis and Walter Monckton, the so-called 'architect of the 
Abdication'. Painstakingly researched, incisively written and entirely fresh in its 
approach, it will bring the events of that time to thrilling life, and in the process 
appeal to an entirely new audience.

ALEXANDER LAMAN

Alexander Larman is a historian and journalist. He is the 
author of three previous books of history and literary 
biography. He writes for the Observer, the Telegraph and 
the Guardian, as well as the New Statesman and the Times 
Literary Supplement.

Weidenfeld & Nicolson | February 2021 | 352pp | Manuscript due 
August 2020
Rights: US
Translation: Andrew Lownie Literary Agency
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Queens of Outremer
The Christian Princesses of Medieval Palestine

This timely debut chronicles a major new contribution to studies of the 
Middle East and the under-documented yet crucial role of women in early 
Medieval times.

Missing from both medieval and modern histories of the Outremer is the voice of 
the women of the kingdom. The stories of the queens and princesses have been all 
but written out of the historical record. Even the women who carried water on to 
the battlefields and were struck down with arrows as they toiled beneath the walls 
of besieged cities during the First Crusade have had their roles omitted from the 
majority of the chronicles. The queens who defended their cities against Muslim 
besiegers, negotiated with Saladin, and ruled with ‘unusual wisdom’ similarly have 
seen their deeds overlooked.

With a fresh feminist perspective, Queens of Outremer explores the role women 
played in the governing of the Middle East during periods of intense instability, 
and how they persevered to rule and seize greater power for themselves when the 
opportunity presented itself.

KATE LOMBARD

Kate Lombard is an exciting young historian dedicated 
to unearthing untold narratives. She is a specialist in the 
medieval Middle East, and comes highly recommended by the 
history community of the University of Oxford.
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Written in History
Letters That Changed the World

A colourful and thought-provoking 
collection of the greatest letters in 
history. 

Montefiore selects over one hundred 
letters from ancient times to the 
twenty-first century. The writers vary 
from Elizabeth I and Rameses the Great 
to Emmeline Pankhurst, Mandela, 
Stalin, Michelangelo, Suleiman the 
Magnificent and unknown people in 
extraordinary circumstances - from 
love letters to calls for liberation, 
declarations of war to reflections on 
death. In the colourful, accessible style 
of a master storyteller, Montefiore 
shows how these letters enlighten our 
past, enrich the way we live now - and 
illuminate tomorrow.

Weidenfeld & Nicolson | October 2018  | 272pp
Rights: World
Sub Agents: China / Taiwan: Grayhawk | Japan: 
EAJ | Korea: EYA  | Turkey: Anatolialit 

Rights sold: US: Knopf | Albanian: Shtepia 
| Chinese (Simplified): Shanghai Insight 
Communication | Danish: Gad | Dutch: Unieboek/
Het Spectrum | French: Calmann-Levy | German: 
Klett Cotta | Korean: Sigongsa | Norwegian: 
Cappelen Damm | Polish: ZNAK | Romanian: Trei | 
Spanish: Critica

SIMON SEBAG MONTEFIORE

Simon Sebag Montefiore is a prize-winning 
historian whose bestselling books have been 
published in forty-two languages. 

www.simonsebagmontefiore.com

@simonmontefiore www.facebook.com/pages/
Simon-Sebag-Montefiore

Voices of History
Speeches that Changed the World

A collection of history's greatest 
speeches, selected and individually 
introduced by Montefiore.

Speeches that Changed the World 
spans eras, nations and many voices 
- revolutionaries and tyrants, soldiers 
and statesmen, monarchs and martyrs. 
Each speech is accompanied by an 
introduction that explains its historical 
background and its influence on the 
momentous events of the day, as well 
as those that followed. Moving and 
thought-provoking, Speeches that 
Changed the World is an inspiring and 
enlightening perspective on historical 
milestones through the power of the 
spoken word. 

Weidenfeld & Nicolson | October 2019  | 288pp 
Rights: World

Rights sold: US: Knopf | Albanian: Shtepia | 
Polish: ZNAK | Norwegian: Cappelen Damm

Also by Simon Sebag Montefiore: 
Catherine the Great and Potemkin 
(2000); Stalin (2003); Young Stalin 
(2007); Jerusalem (2011); The Romanovs 
(2016)

#_3tbugp1
#_3tbugp1
#_3tbugp1
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Invisible Walls
The dramatic memoir of a Kindertransport survivor who became a pioneering 
female Foreign Correspondent at the Guardian.

During 35 years with the Guardian, Hella Pick reported on the Watergate Scandal 
in Washington, on Martin Luther King's march from Selma to Montgomery, 
and on the Gdansk shipyard uprising in Poland. A scoop interview with Poland's 
beleaguered leader, General Jaruzelski (who gave her a large bunch of red roses) 
took precedence over the death of Soviet president Brezhnev the same day.

But her book is also a clarion call for preserving professionalism in journalism at a 
time when social media allows anyone to become citizen journalists. To distinguish 
truth from fiction, and to differentiate reporting and facts from comment, is the 
hallmark of Invisible Walls - the dramatic story of how a Kindertransport survivor 
came to converse with and sometimes befriend world leaders.

HELLA PICK

One of the trailblazers for the modern female Foreign 
Correspondent, Hella Pick CBE is a journalist, broadcaster, 
activist and political consultant, who fled her native Austria 
as a Jewish child refugee in 1939. Over three decades she 
covered the volatile global scene, first in Africa, then in 
America and eastern Europe.
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ANDREW ROBERTS

A History of the English-Speaking Peoples since 
1900 (re-release)

In this re-issue, prize-winning historian Andrew Roberts tells 
the story of the English-speaking peoples in the 20th century 
and completes the project begun by Winston Churchill. 

Roberts' book covers the four world-historical struggles in which 
the English-speaking peoples have been engaged - the wars against 
German Nationalism, Axis Fascism, Soviet Communism and 
now the War against Terror. But just as Churchill did in his four 
volumes, Roberts also deals with the cultural, social and political 
history of the English global diaspora.

A History of the English-Speaking Peoples won the Walter Bagehot 
Prize. This classic backlist title is now being reissued with a 
striking new cover.

Weidenfeld & Nicolson | November 2019 | 752pp | Manuscript available
Rights: World

Rights sold: US: HarperCollins

ROBERT COOPER

The Ambassadors
Thinking about Diplomacy from Richelieu to Modern Times

Who were the great diplomats of history – and what can their 
achievements tell us about the most important issues of our 
time?

The Ambassadors is the fascinating story of diplomacy, told 
through the work and lives of the great diplomats of modern 
history. Spanning the Thirty Years War to the aftermath of the 
Cold War, and figures as diverse as Mahatma Gandhi and Henry 
Kissinger, this is an illuminating account of the diplomatic heroes 
of today and yesterday.

Weidenfeld & Nicolson | January 2020 | 352pp | Manuscript due October 2019
Rights: World
Sub Agents: Korea: EYA  
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Budapest
The dramatic story of Budapest, a city on the fault line between East and West 
in the heart of Europe.

This authoritative and vibrant history is told in a series of key episodes from 
Ottoman occupation to the grandeur of the late nineteenth century; from its decline 
in the maelstrom of the twentieth century, when it was almost destroyed, to the 
extraordinary rebirth after the revolutions of 1989.  Coupled with vivid portraits 
of the city’s natives and inhabitants, including Theodor Herzl, father of modern 
political Zionism, Alexander and Michael Korda, pioneers of the Hollywood movie 
industry, Edward Teller, inventor of the H-Bomb and a host of other extraordinary, 
colourful personalities, this is history on a grand scale, written by world class 
historian, Sebestyen.

Also by Victor Sebestyen: Twelve Days (2006); Revolution 1989 (2009);  
1949 (Macmillan 2014); Lenin (2017)

VICTOR SEBESTYEN

Sebestyen was born in Budapest, and was a child when 
his family left Hungary as refugees. As a journalist, he has 
worked for numerous British newspapers, including the Daily 
Mail and The Times. He reported widely from Eastern Europe 
when Communism collapsed and the Berlin Wall came down 
in 1989 and covered the wars in former Yugoslavia and the 
breakup of the Soviet Union. His books have been published 
to wide critical acclaim and have been translated into over 
sixteen languages.
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Walking the Great North Line
Up England Another Way

A journey on foot due north from Stonehenge to Lindisfarne to discover the 
mysteries of Britain’s ancient past.

It is a very strange thing indeed. Lay out a map of Britain and something odd 
becomes apparent: at 1 degree 50 minutes west there is a dead straight line going 
true north from Stonehenge to Lindisfarne. Two of Britain's most-ancient and 
most-revered sites.

The significance of the Great North Line has been forgotten over time, however, 
and no one has ever walked the whole route before - at least not in the last 1,000 
years. Robert Twigger has travelled this ancient line on foot, like a biologist walking 
a transect. Sticking as closely as possible to the meridian, he answers the questions 
raised by this most mysterious and ancient of British lines and discovers if it still 
has a power over us today.

ROBERT TWIGGER

Robert Twigger is a true adventurer who always comes up 
with something surprising, entertaining and unique. He is 
the author of eight previous books, including Red Nile, White 
Mountain and the highly acclaimed Angry White Pyjamas, 
which won the William Hill Sports Book of the Year award and 
a Somerset Maugham Award.
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Dust and Lemons
An intimate portrait of a critical period of Middle Eastern history  
(1868-1945), seen through the eyes of a single family.

Today any mixing of Judaism, Christianity and Islam in the Middle East is regarded 
as a recipe for hatred and prejudice. Yet it was not always this way. There was a 
time, in the last century - before The Ottoman empire collapsed in the 1920s - 
when Arabs and Jews rubbed shoulders in bazaars and teashops, worked and played 
together, intermarried and shared family histories. Michael Vatikiotis’ family were 
a product of this forgotten tradition and their story is of people set adrift, who built 
new lives and prospered in holy lands, only to be caught up in conflict.

This is both a personal and a revisionist history that chronicles the collapse of 
a truly cosmopolitan civilisation, accelerated by the Second World War to the 
narratives that we have become accustomed to today; one for the Jews, another for 
the Arabs. 

Also by Michael Vatikiotis: Political Change in Southeast Asia: Trimming the Banyan 
Tree (1996); Indonesian Politics under Suharto (1998), Blood and Silk (2017)

MICHAEL VATIKIOTIS

Michael Vatikiotis is a member of the Asia Society's 
International Council and has a decade of experience 
working as a private diplomat and conflict mediator for the 
Geneva-based Centre for Humanitarian Dialogue. Prior to 
that he worked as a journalist in Asia for thirty years, living 
in Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and Hong Kong. He is the 
author of two previous books on the politics of Southeast 
Asia and is based in Singapore.
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The Life Scientific: 

Explorers (September 2018)

Inventors (November 2019)

Detectives (May 2020)

Activists (November 2020)

Radicals (May 2021)

Book of Facts (September 2021)

An exciting new series of 6 books, The Life Scientific explores the inspiring 
stories of leading scientists, featuring forewords by Jim Al-Khalili.

Their work is changing the world we live in, but what do we really know about their 
lives beyond the lab? This series reveals the life and work of Nobel laureates as 
well as the next generation of beautiful minds. Each chapter focuses on a leading 
scientist, what inspires and motivates them, and what their discoveries might mean 
for mankind. The six titles will be grouped by theme and include contributions from 
Richard Dawkins, Peter Higgs and Sanjeev Gupta among countless others. 

ANNA BUCKLEY

Anna Buckley is senior producer of The Life Scientific, a hit 
series on BBC Radio 4, which has a weekly average of 2 million 
listeners. In each episode Jim al-Khalili invites a leading 
scientist to tell us about their life and work. 

Science & Nature
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MICHAEL MARSHALL

Michael Marshall has a BA and MPhil in experimental 
psychology from the University of Cambridge and an MSc in 
science communication from Imperial College, London. He 
has worked as a reporter and environmental news editor at 
New Scientist and as acting editor at BBC Earth website. Under 
his editorship, the site won a string of awards, including twice 
winning the Webby Award for Best Science Website. He is 
now a full-time writer. @m_c_marshall

Weidenfeld & Nicolson | May 2020 | 352pp | Manuscript due October 
2019
Rights: World
Sub Agents: Japan: Tuttle Mori | Korea: Duran Kim  

Rights Sold: US: Chicago University Press

The Genesis Quest
The Geniuses and Madmen Who Tried to Uncover the Origins of 
Life on Earth

The fascinating and complete story of the scientific search for the origins of 
life on Earth.

For almost a century, a small band of eccentric scientists have struggled to explain 
one of the greatest mysteries of all: how and why life began. 

Some people have argued that life first appeared in the chemical-rich seas of the 
early Earth – the famous ‘primordial soup’. Others claim that the first organism was 
a simple molecule that could make copies of itself. Others still are convinced that 
life began in strange vents pumping hot water out of the sea floor. 

Michael Marshall tells the complete story of a century-long intellectual adventure, 
and shows how the quest to understand life’s beginning is also a quest to discover 
its true nature, and by extension our place in the universe. It is a compelling story 
about people, rich in personalities, conflicts, and surprising twists and turns, taking 
in some of the greatest discoveries in modern biology, from evolution and cells to 
DNA and life’s family tree.

#_3tbugp1
#_3tbugp1
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TOM OLIVER

Tom Oliver is a Professor in Ecology at the University of 
Reading and a socioecological systems expert on the 
European Environment Agency Scientific Committee. He has 
published many scientific papers in world-leading journals 
and has won two first-place prizes for essays communicating 
science to a broader audience. He is a frequent contributor to 
broadcast media. 

Twitter: @Tom_H_Oliver

The Self Delusion
How You Are Connected to Everyone Else and Why That Matters

An explosive popular science book that brings to life the evidence 
contradicting the perception we have of ourselves as independent beings. 

The Self Delusion makes the bold claim that our faith in the primacy and 
indivisibility of the individual is in fact false. On a physical, psychological and 
cultural level, we are all much more intertwined than we know. 

But that doesn't mean we should simply reject the evolutionary illusion of 
individualism that has allowed us to succeed as a species. Instead, Tom Oliver makes 
the compelling argument that we have a better chance of facing some of the big 
global challenges ahead, such as loneliness, social inequality and environmental 
damage, if we can start to understand and accept the complex connections between 
us and see beyond our individualistic mindsets to view our place in the world as it 
really is
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Weidenfeld & Nicolson | February 2020 | 304pp | Manuscript due 
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How to Argue with a Racist
History, Science, Race and Reality

A timely manifesto against the misuse of science to justify bigotry, from 
bestselling author Adam Rutherford.

Race is real because we perceive it. Racism is real because we enact it. But the appeal 
to science to strengthen racist ideologies is on the rise - and increasingly part 
of the public discourse on politics, migration, education, sport and intelligence. 
Stereotypes and myths about race are expressed not just by overt racists, but also 
by well-intentioned people whose experience and cultural baggage steers them 
towards views that are not supported by the modern study of human genetics. Even 
some scientists are uncomfortable expressing opinions deriving from their research 
where it relates to race. Yet, if understood correctly, science and history can be 
powerful allies against racism, granting the clearest view of how people actually are, 
rather than how we judge them to be. 

How to Argue with a Racist is a vital manifesto for a twenty-first century 
understanding of human evolution and variation, and a timely weapon against the 
misuse of science to justify bigotry. 

Also by Adam Rutherford: A Brief History of Everyone Who Ever Lived (2016); The 
Book of Humans: The Story of How We Became Us (2018)

ADAM RUTHERFORD

Dr Adam Rutherford is a science writer and broadcaster. His 
book, A Brief History of Everyone Who Has Ever Lived, was a 
critical and commercial success. It was longlisted for the 
Wellcome Prize, sold 113k copies across all editions, and 
foreign rights were sold in 20 territories.

@AdamRutherford adamrutherford.com
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Space
10 Things You Should Know

Oxford University astrophysicist Dr Becky Smethurst presents what you need 
to know about the universe in ten beautifully crafted essays for people short 
on time.

This book is for anyone who wants to easily understand the mind-blowing 
fundamentals of our extraordinary, expanding universe. In ten captivating, simple 
essays, it guides you swiftly through the galaxies, explaining the mysteries of black 
holes, dark matter and what existed before the Big Bang, presenting the evidence 
as to whether we really are alone, illuminating what we still don't know, and much 
more besides.

REBECCA SMETHURST

Dr Becky Smethurst is an astrophysicist and research fellow 
at the University of Oxford. Her Youtube channel Dr. Becky, 
where she explains unsolved mysteries, weird objects 
found in space and general space news each week, has 14k 
subscribers and counting.
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BUSINESS VISIONARIES 

A new series of concise but detailed biographies of global business 
visionaries, written by expert award winning authors.

MATT BURGESS
Matt Burgess is a British journalist and 
author based in London. He is a senior 
editor for the UK edition of WIRED 
magazine. He is the author of Freedom 
of Information: A practical guide for UK 
journalists.

Reed Hastings
Building Netflix

An entertaining and 
accessible profile of 
business leader Reed 
Hastings, the driving 
force behind Netflix.

As co-founder, 
chairman and CEO 
of Netflix, Reed 

Hastings has built it into one of the 
biggest media and entertainment 
companies on the planet. A notable 
philanthropist, he also serves on the 
boards of Facebook and a number of 
non-profit organisations.

Aspirational and positive, this 
biography is perfect for readers who 
want a short, accessible read about a 
global business visionary.

Weidenfeld & Nicolson | December 2019 | 
224pp | Manuscript available
Rights: World
Sub Agents: Korea: EYA  

LEAH MCGRATH GOODMAN
An award-winning investigative journalist, 
author and speaker, Leah McGrath 
Goodman writes about business, money 
and politics from New York and London. 
Her first book, The Asylum: Inside the Rise 
and Ruin of the Global Oil Market, was 
nominated for the Financial Times and 
Goldman Sachs Business Book of the Year 
Award

Arianna Huffington
Building the Huffington Post and 
Thrive Global

A fascinating profile 
of business leader 
Arianna Huffington. 

Arianna Huffington 
is one of the world's 
foremost business 
leaders. As co-founder 

and editor-in-chief of the Huffington 
Post she has built it into one of the 
internet's biggest news outlets, leading 
it to become the first commercially 
run digital-media enterprise to win a 
Pulitzer Prize. Now considered to be 
one of the most influential women on 
the planet, this concise but detailed 
biography provides an overview 
of Huffington's career trajectory, 
offering insights into why she is such 
a successful business person and what 
makes her companies tick. 

Weidenfeld & Nicolson | December 2019 | 
128pp | Manuscript available
Rights: World
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C.A.L.M
12 highly-charged erotic stories exploring freedom of expression in sex, 
written by the frontwoman of Savages

C.A.L.M. presents the uncompromising vision of Jehnny Beth: writer, performer, 
actress, musician and provocateur.  Graphic photography rubs up against erotic 
fiction to create a space of transgression where anything is permitting and 
everything is safe. 

This is a book about how opening ourselves up to uninhibited desire and lust can be 
an exercise in consciousness and self-empowerment. It is unsparing, highly erotic, 
sometimes disturbing but dignified and brave. This book, with its combination of 
image and text, will create some controversy and conversation about the nature of 
sex and desire.

JEHNNY BETH

Jehnny Beth, is a French musician, vocalist, singer-songwriter 
and actress best known as half of a French lo-fi duo John & 
Jehn and front woman of the English rock band Savages.

Music & Culture
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Memoir
A legend who was instrumental in the birth of dance music culture and is still 
the heartbeat of the global dance music scene, Carl Cox is finally ready to tell 
his incredible story. 

From warm up DJ on the acid house scene and unlicensed rave dj to a global 
headline artist playing across two continents at the millennium, Carl has been 
everything from a recording artist and producer to a label owner, and a radio DJ 
to a broadcaster. This is the true insider story of the man known as 'the three deck 
wizard' and the King of Ibiza, a dj who continues to innovate and thrill music-lovers 
on the world's biggest stages.

CARL COX

Carl Cox was born in Manchester and his family is from 
Barbados. He has been djing since the mid-80s and is one of 
the most globally renowned djs.

White Rabbit | July 2020 | 320pp | Manuscript due January 2020
Rights: Translation
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Glastonbury 50
The Official Story of Glastonbury Festival

A star studded celebration of the world’s greatest music festival - featuring 
JAY Z, Adele, Dolly Parton, Chris Martin, and Noel Gallagher.

A host of big names – including several past headliners – have signed up to 
contribute pieces to this official book celebrating the 50th anniversary of 
Glastonbury Festival. Stars, including JAY Z, Dolly Parton, Chris Martin, and Noel 
Gallagher, have written original pieces for this beautiful commemorative book, 
which captures the magic and the musical history of this unique festival.

Packed full of exclusive and never-before-seen photos, archive material and 
artwork, the 60,000-word illustrated book contains stories and interviews looking 
back at memorable events and treasured moments across the Festival’s colourful 
history.

It all began in 1970, the day after Jimi Hendrix's death, when Somerset dairy 
farmer Michael Eavis invited revellers to his field in Somerset to attend a 'Pop, Folk 
& Blues' festival. Eavis's festival has grown to a mammoth 'city in the fields' with a 
total population of over 200,000 from all over the globe. 

EMILY EAVIS

Emily Eavis is co-organiser of the annual Glastonbury 
Festival. She is the youngest daughter of the festival's 
founder and organiser Michael Eavis and grew up on Worthy 
Farm, Somerset, the site of the festival. She began assisting 
her father in running Glastonbury Festival, soon became co-
organiser of the event, and is now responsible for overseeing 
the festival’s line-up. 
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Music Comes Out of Silence
A Memoir

A book of memoirs and stimulating reflections on music by the legendary 
classical pianist, Sir Andras Schiff.

This memoir comprises an interview conducted as a conversation, as though Schiff 
is talking with his biographer, enabling us to listen to Schiff reflect upon years of 
work thinking about music, and the particular art of performing the repertoire 
he has interpreted to international acclaim. It conveys his philosophy about 
performing, and it contains admiring and critical assessments of the composers 
and their works. He talks about the liberating experience of playing Bach, the 
universality of Schubert's music, and of Brahms and Schumann.

The second part consists of essays on music and politics that Schiff has written 
over the years. These are his personal reflections on his life, art and politics, but 
his chosen format also communicates the quality of the silence in which he works 
and from which he says all music comes. "To begin with, there is silence, and music 
comes out of silence."

ANDRAS SCHIFF

The only child of two Holocaust survivors, Sir Andras Schiff 
went on to become one of the most renowned interpreters 
of Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert and Schumann. The 
awards that Schiff has won include a 1990 Grammy Award for 
Best Instrumental Soloist Performance (without orchestra).
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Dark Desert Highway
The definitive story of 'the American 
Beatles', The Eagles – a band who have 
sold more records than Led Zeppelin 
and the Rolling Stones combined.

The story of The Eagles is a truly gothic 
American fable: one of ultimate power 
and rivers of money; of sex and drugs at a 
time when both were the lingua-franca of 
sophisticated So-Cal living; of a band who 
sang of peaceful easy feelings in public 
while threatening to kill each other in 
private. Now, for the first time, esteemed 
music biographer Mick Wall will provide 
the definitive insight into America's best-
selling band of all time.

Trapeze | September 2020 | 304pp | Manuscript 
due March 2020
Rights: World

Also by Mick Wall: John Peel (2004); When 
Giants Walked the Earth (2008); Metallica: 
Enter Night (2010); Appetite for Destruction 
(2010); AC / DC (2012); Black Sabbath 
(2013); Lou Reed (2013); Love Becomes a 
Funeral Pyre (2014); Lemmy: The Ace of 
Spades (2016); Prince: Purple Rain (2016); 
Last of the Giants: True Story of Guns N 
Roses (2016); Like a Bat Out of Hell (2017)

Two Riders Were 
Approaching
The Life and Death of Jimi 
Hendrix

An explosive and insightful 
biography of the world's greatest 
guitarist, Jimi Hendrix.

Regarded as the greatest guitarist 
of all time, Jimi Hendrix is the 
embodiment of rock 'n' roll. His 
career only spanned four years but 
in that time he managed to influence 
generations of musicians and 
become renowned for his incredible 
performance. With access to key 
members of Jimi's circle, critically 
acclaimed writer Mick Wall will 
deliver an explosive and celebratory 
biography offering fans a chance to 
see the real Hendrix and learn the 
truth behind his untimely death.

Trapeze | November 2019 | 368pp | 
Manuscript available
Rights: World
Sub Agents: China / Taiwan: Big Apple | Japan: 
Tuttle Mori  

MICK WALL

Mick Wall is the UK’s best-known rock writer, author and TV 
and radio programme maker, and is the author of numerous 
critically- acclaimed books, including definitive, bestselling 
titles on Led Zeppelin (When Giants Walked the Earth) and 
Guns’N’Roses (Last of the Giants).

http://www.mickwall.com

#_3tbugp1
http://www.mickwall.com/home.htm
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Brave New World: Inside Pochettino's Spurs 
(re-release) 

The updated edition of the exclusive behind-the-scenes story 
of the Mauricio Pochettino revolution at Spurs, told in his own 
words.

Since joining the club in 2014, Mauricio Pochettino has transformed 
Tottenham from underachievers into genuine title contenders. In the 
process, he has marked himself out as one of the best managers in the 
world. 

From Pochettino's early years as a player and coach to his 
transformation of Tottenham into one of the best teams in England, 
the book uniquely reveals the inner workings of the man and of his 
footballing philosophy. It also lays bare what it takes to run a modern-
day football team competing at the highest level over the course of a 
single campaign. The result is the most comprehensive and compelling 
portrait of a manager and of a club in the Premier League era.

Also by Guillem Balague: Pep Guardiola (2012) | Messi (2013) | 
Cristiano Ronaldo (2015) 

GUILLEM BALAGUE

Guillem Balague is the author of Messi, Barça, Pep Guardiola, 
A Season on the Brink, and Cristiano Ronaldo. A key fixture of 
Sky Sports' coverage of Spanish football, he appears regularly 
both on live match coverage and on the weekly round-up 
show, Revista de la Liga. He is also the UK Correspondent 
for AS, the Madrid-based Spanish sports newspaper, and El 
Larguero, Spain's most popular sports radio show. His work 
appears regularly in The Times and in Champions magazine, 
where he writes a regular column on international football. 

http://www.guillembalague.com/en/home 

https://twitter.com/GuillemBalague 

https://www.facebook.com/guillembalague

Sport

http://www.guillembalague.com/en/home
https://twitter.com/GuillemBalague
https://www.facebook.com/guillembalague
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Colombia Es Pasion!
How Colombia's Young Racing Cyclists Came of Age

From the prize-winning cycling writer Matt Rendell comes a book on the 
incredible rise of Colombian cycling.

Colombia Es Pasión! explores how and why a golden generation of Colombian cyclists 
emerged, placing the lives and careers of the leading riders in the context of their 
country, and reaching back through time to trace the cycling tradition in their 
respective towns and villages, the local influences and helpers who brought them 
through, their move to European cycling, and their development and attainments at 
WorldTour level.

The stories of Nairo Quintana, Rigoberto Urán, Esteban Chaves and many others 
are told and put into context in this fascinating examination of Colombian cycling.

MATT RENDELL

Matt Rendell survived Hodgkin's Disease and lecturing 
at British and Latvian universities before entering TV and 
print journalism. His first book Kings of the Mountains: 
How Colombia's Cycling Heroes Changed their Nation's 
History (Aurum Press 2002) was described in The Times as 
'meticulous, elegant and sensitive.'
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BARBY KEEL

Barby Keel has run an animal sanctuary for 54 years 
and has dedicated her life to caring for the animals 
who were often dumped at her door. Barby is working with 
Cathryn Kemp, Sunday Times bestselling writing and award-
winning author.

A Dog Without Hope
A tiny puppy, neglected and abused, and the foster 
carer determined to heal him.

When tiny puppy Duke is dumped at the doors of the 
Barby Keel Animal Sanctuary by his young owners, the 
brown and white boxer is suffering from horrendous 
injuries resulting from a car accident. With gentle love and 
care, Barby and her team at the Sanctuary work hard to 
give this brave little dog a second lease of life.

Trapeze | January 2020 | 256pp | Manuscript due October 2019

The Puppy No One Wanted
A young dog desperate for a home to call his own.

Nothing can prepare Barby Keel for the arrival of Teddy, a 
neglected, traumatised puppy who is dumped at the gates 
of her sanctuary in a filthy box, terrified and desperate 
for someone to love. Can Barby's unwavering devotion set 
Teddy free from the suffering he has endured?

Trapeze | May 2020 | 256pp | Manuscript available

Rights: World

Also by Barby Keel: Gabby: The Little Dog That Had To 
Learn to Bark (2018); Will You Love Me? The Rescue Dog 
Who Rescued Me (2018)

Incredible True Stories
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Happy Vegan
Easy Plant-Based Recipes to Make the Whole Family Happy

Best-selling healthy food-maker-and-baker, Fearne Cotton, lets you in on all 
her delicious vegan-recipe secrets, with options to satisfy non-vegans too.

In true Fearne-Cotton-kitchen-style, there are no strict rules in this book. With 
Fearne, you can be an IMPERFECT vegan. Each recipe where relevant includes 
options to add in fish, meat or dairy - so if you want to eat vegan but want your kids 
to have some fish, or your partner complains that they're missing meat, or your 
friend coming over for dinner just really loves cheese, you can pop some in and keep 
everyone happy. Which reflects Fearne's own family life - she's mainly vegan but 
eats fish, whilst her husband and children sometimes eat meat.

Featuring 100 delicious family-friendly recipes made with ingredients you can easily 
get your hands on alongside beautiful photography throughout, The Happy Vegan is 
the only vegan cookbook you'll ever need on your shelf.

FEARNE COTTON

TV presenter and best-selling author Fearne Cotton’s self-
help title Happy was published 2017 and went straight into 
the bestseller lists. With over 150,000 copies sold in the UK, 
Happy has also been sold in eight languages.  In 2017 Fearne 
was announced as official ambassador for MIND, the UK's 
leading mental health charity.

Cookery

Also by Fearne Cotton: Cook Happy, Cook Healthy (2016), Happy (2017), Happy: The 
Journal (2017), Calm (2017), Cook Eat Love (2017), Calm: The Journal (2017), Quiet 
(2018)
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Seven Dials | September 2019 | 208pp

Rights: Translation

Zaika
Vegan Recipes from India

Delicious vegan recipes celebrating the zaika or 'flavours' of Indian cooking 
that bring a renewed spicy excitement to plant-based food.

Zaika celebrates the very best of Indian vegan cooking. Inspired by her own 
heritage, Romy Gill, has written a  collection of over 100 recipes for incredible 
vegan food that are simple to make. They are a  celebration and a timely reminder 
of the benefits of flavoursome vegan cuisine. What's more the spices used in  this 
Indian cooking are at the core of Ayurvedic medicine with all its purported health 
benefits.

ROMY GILL

Romy Gill MBE is a British/Indian chef and cookery teacher. 
Owner  head chef at Romy's Kitchen Restaurant, she is one 
of the few female Indian chef/owners on the UK restaurant 
scene, and was appointed an MBE in the Queen's 90th 
birthday honours list in 2016 for her services to the food 
industry. 

Cookery
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HAIRY BIKERS
The nation's favourite cooking duo, and beloved food 
enthusiasts, the Hairy Bikers.

One Pot Wonders
Over 100 delicious new favourites, from terrific tray 
bakes to roasting tin treats!

The big-hearted Hairy Bikers return with a 
cookbook for every busy kitchen, simple and 
delicious recipes that use just one pot.

This is Si and Dave's most wonderful collection yet, with 
chapters on breakfasts and brunches, soups and salads, 
satisfying stews, quick one pot carbs, tarts and tray 
bakes, stovetop suppers, pies and pot roasts, and puds 
and cakes.

Seven Dials | October 2019 | 288pp 
Rights: World

LORNA COOPER
Lorna Cooper is the mastermind behind the food blog 
Fyf20quid.co.uk, with over half a million online followers.

Feed Your Family For £20 a Week
Pinch of Nom meets Miguel Barclay's £1 Meals - this 
exciting new cookery brand will help families to 
make delicious, home-cooked food on a budget.

In Feed Your Family For £20 a Week you will find 100 
deliciously simple, wallet-friendly meals the whole 
family will love. Each recipe is full of flavour, easy to 
follow and ready in minutes. 

Seven Dials | January 2020 | 224pp | Manuscript due October 2019
Rights: World
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Seven Dials | February 2020 | 240pp | Manuscript due October 2019
Rights: Translation

The Insecure Girl’s Handbook
A 'peppy pick-me-up' handbook to help you feel able, confident and good 
enough to go get whatever it is you want in life.

The Insecure Girl's Handbook will guide you through your insecurity no matter what 
life stage you're at, pointing out the pitfalls of people pleasing, negative backchat 
and crippling comparison along the way. It's a carefully curated toolkit of tried and 
tested mechanisms and small pearls of wisdom to start combatting that feeling that 
holds us back from speaking up, from following our dreams or even feeling that our 
dreams aren't good or big enough. 

It will provide you with a comforting hug and pep talk, from one insecure girl to 
another, so you can stop imposter syndrome in its tracks and halt the waves of self-
doubt that sometimes unexpectedly flood our work life, friendships, relationships 
and every other crevice in between.

OLIVIA PURVIS

Olivia has been a freelance fashion and lifestyle writer and 
blogger for nigh on a decade. Since 2014 she has worked 
with some of the UK's biggest fashion brands, such as 
Topshop, Stella McCartney, Kate Spade and Mulberry and 
has a loyal Instagram following that is 178,000 strong. She 
co-hosts the popular podcast 'The Fringe of It' with Charlotte 
Jacklin and started The Insecure Girl's Club, which has 49,000 
Instagram followers, in late 2018.

Health & Well-being
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DR HARRY BARRY

Emotional Healing
How to Put Yourself Back Together Again

Life is full of pain and loss. None of us escape without experiencing 
some traumas, hurts, bereavements, relationship breakdowns, 
major disappointments or periods of loneliness.

Using cognitive behaviour therapy techniques, Dr Harry Barry 
teaches how we can identify the emotions behind the wounds and 
address the negative behaviours they cause to help you back to your 
best self.  

Also by Dr Harry Barry: Flagging the Therapy; Flagging the Problem; 
Anxiety and Panic; Depression; Toxic Stress; Emotional Resilience; Why 
Self Esteem is a Myth

Orion Spring | May 2020 | 288pp | Manuscript due December 2019
Rights: Translation
Sub Agents: China/Taiwan: Big Apple | Japan: Tuttle Mori | Korea: Duran Kim 

ZOE CLARK-COATES

Beyond Goodbye
60 Days of Support Through Grief

A major new book on grief by global expert and founder of the 
Mariposa Trust, Zoe Clark-Coates.

Beyond Goodbye is split into two sections: the first examines 
different types of bereavement and the second provides a practical 
60-day support guide. The issues covered range from the loss of 
loved ones (parents, partners, children and friends). Zoe will tackle 
topics that are rarely discussed, including how to maintain intimacy 
following loss and how to return to work when grieving. The book 
also addresses myths and misconceptions about grief. Each section 
in the first half will interlace practical advice with personal stories 
from individuals to help readers relate.

Also by Zoe Clark-Coates: The Baby Loss Guide (2019)

Orion Spring | November 2019 | 352pp | Manuscript available
Rights: World
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ROSAMUND DEAN

Mindful Drinking
How Cutting Down Can Change Your Life

Mindful Drinking shows not only why you should drink a bit less, 
but more importantly how you can, in a way that will change 
your life forever.

Journalist Rosamund Dean combines scientific expertise with 
practical advice in a game-changing four step plan: The Problem, 
The Incentive, The Clean Break and The End Game. Drinking less 
will improve your mood, your skin and your body as well as reduce 
stress and anxiety for the long term.
Trapeze | December 2019 | 192pp | Manuscript available
Rights: World

Rights sold: French: Les Editions de Mortagne | Spanish: Malpaso Ediciones | 
Estonian: Tammerraamat OU

DR MARION GLUCK
It’s Not My Head, It’s My Hormones
How to Tame Your Hormones and Feel Like Yourself Again

How to combat the hormonal imbalance that is hijacking your 
mood, confidence and mental health.

Dr Gluck, a women’s health specialist with a collection of international 
clinics, will explore these links at each stage of a woman's life, from 
puberty to post-menopause, in order to create a practical guide that 
teaches how to have  happy hormones that support the body's ability to 
maintain health and energy. 
Seven Dials | November 2019 | 256pp | Manuscript available
Rights: World 

JANE GORDON
How Not to Get Old
One Woman’s Quest to Take Control of the Ageing Process

Part self-help, part manifesto, How Not To Get Old is about 
future-proofing your physical and mental wellbeing and taking 
control of the ageing process.

For what begins as a clever experiment in the art of stopping time, 
becomes a joyous celebration of what we CAN do, not what we can't 
or shouldn't, and ultimately demonstrates how later life is still very 
much for living...
Trapeze | April 2020 | 304pp | Manuscript due November 2019
Rights: Translation
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JAYNE HARDY

Making Space
Creating Boundaries in an Ever-Encroaching World

A guide to managing boundaries; the physical, emotional, and 
mental ones we have or, all too often, don't have.

Boundaries are fluid, because we relax them for people we trust 
and want to let in and assert them for those we're not so sure 
about. They're also dependent on how we see ourselves; if we're 
low in confidence, self-esteem or self-worth, then our boundaries 
can quite often be flimsy. If we've been hurt, our boundaries can 
become impenetrable which can lead to us feeling alone, isolated 
and worthless.

Making Space will demonstrate how to manage boundaries when 
struggling with anxiety, depression, or other mental health issues.

Orion Spring | January 2020 | 200pp | Manuscript due October 2019
Rights: World 

AMANDA HART

Talking With Angels of Light (June 2019)

Talking With Angels of Love (January 2020)

Talking With Angels of Wealth (June 2020)

How to communicate with angels of light, wealth and love and 
reach your true potential.

These three books include meditations to connect with your 
angels, space to record the blessings they send you and real 
accounts of angelic assistance granted to Amanda and her clients 
over the years. There are also practical exercises that will make 
you more aware of the brilliance in the world around you, so that 
you may go on to lead a life filled with hope and possibility.

Orion Spring | 2019-2020 | 176pp 
Rights: World

Rights Sold: Portuguese (Portugal) | Editora 20:20
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SAM OWEN

Happy Relationships
7 Simple Secrets that Create Harmony and Growth

Happy Relationships delivers an expert programme that returns 
joy to that troubled relationship in your life.

Life coach and NHS therapist, Sam Owen, takes us through the 
key issues of our relationships from the trigger points to the 
joyous moments. She offers solutions and practical advice on the 
key issues of relationships, from arguments to sex and forgiveness 
to communication, making sure that success in love need never 
again be just a matter of luck.

Orion Spring | January 2020 | 256pp | Manuscript due October 2019
Rights: Translation
Sub Agents: Korea: Duran Kim

LUCY SHERIDAN

The Comparison Cure
How to be Less ‘Them’ and More You

The world's first comparison coach reveals how to 
free yourself from social anxiety and the pressures of 
perfectionism.

Lucy Sheridan (AKA The Comparison Coach) has developed a tried 
and tested methodology to change your behaviour and let go of 
perfectionism in order to live a comparison-free life. This book is 
the antidote to our toxic comparison culture, marking a new era 
where you will call back your power, end distraction and define 
and align with the life you want. Packed full of tips, examples and 
exercises intended to make you think and to prompt you to act, 
The Comparison Cure has the potential to be the next big hit in 
personal development literature.

Orion Spring | December 2019 | 256pp | Manuscript available
Rights: Translation
Sub Agents: Korea: EYA
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NIK AND EVA SPEAKMAN

Conquering Anxiety
Stop Worrying, Beat Stress and Feel Happy Again

The Speakmans' powerful and life-changing guide to 
conquering anxiety and living a more positive life.

Based on the Speakmans' unique coaching method this book 
provides the key to eliminating anxiety. If you suffer from 
generalised anxiety, panic attacks or feel abnormally anxious about 
certain things, the Speakmans show you that you can overcome 
these conditions successfully and enjoy a healthy, carefree life.

Orion Spring | May 2019 | 288pp 
Rights: World

Rights Sold: Dutch: SWP

Winning at Weight Loss
Achieve Your Slimming Goals, Enjoy Food and Feel Great Again

The Speakmans' powerful and life-changing guide to conquering 
weight gain and achieving your personal health goals

If you suffer from emotional eating, low self-worth or feel 
uncomfortable in your own body, the Speakmans’ unique coaching 
method will show you how to overcome these emotions successfully 
and enjoy a healthier, happier and slimmer life.

Orion Spring | January 2020 | 288pp | Manuscript due October 2019
Rights: World

B.C. WOLVERTON

How To Grow Fresh Air
How to grow and nurture 50 houseplants to ensure you have 
clean, unpolluted air in your home and office.

In this beautifully illustrated guide, noted scientist Dr Bill 
Wolverton shows you how to grow 50 plants that filter the 
most common pollutants, making it easy for you to purify the 
environments that impact you the most.

Orion Spring | April 2020 | 144pp | Manuscript available
Rights: World

Rights sold: US: Penguin | Chinese Simplified: Citic | Danish: Turbine | Korea: 
Joongang Life
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LUNA MALCOLM
Luna Malcolm is a distinguished astrologer, clairvoyant and author. 
She is famed for the intense transcendental visions she experiences 
when she stares at featureless walls, which have informed much of 
her work.

Catstrology
Unlock the Secrets of the Stars with Cats

Dogstrology
Unlock the Secrets of the Stars with Dogs

A series of cute, light-hearted and funny guides to horoscopes 
illustrated with adorable cat and dog photos.

With the help of a collection of sweet and hilarious animal 
pictures, Catstrology and Dogstrology will unlock all the secrets of 
the stars that you need to know, including…

• Each of the signs at their best and worst (and the perfect cat or 
dog to illustrate them).

• The common traits of each element and modality in the zodiac.

• What do you and your ‘sister sign’ have in common? Find out, 
with the perfect cat or dog picture to complement it…

• And of course: the right cat or dog for you, based on your star 
sign.

Trapeze | October 2019 | 144pp | Manuscript available
Rights: World

Trump v Trump
The perfect stocking filler this Christmas, TRUMP V TRUMP 
is the hilarious quiz book that tests your abilities to guess the 
Trumpisms from the hot air.

The big bad media just keeps on spreading tall tales, but at long 
last here is a book that can help you hone your skills of fishing 
the truth from the lies! On each page of this book, you'll find two 
statements on the same subject matter. One is from the real Trump 
(i.e. a definitive quote from DJT about happenings in the USA, the 
rest of the world, people and general wisdom). The other is your 
average trump (something we made up, fake news, hot air, smoke 
in the wind, a big fat fart).

Seven Dials | October 2019 | 112pp | Manuscript available
Rights: World

Gift and Humour
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